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UOP regent, community leader dies
Bob Eberhardt was a 'great friend' of University of the Pacific

iried Greek Week
STORIES P A G E 3

Pacifican
sexist, homophobic'
Letters:

STORY P A G E 7

C H R I S T O P H E R S. S H U L T Z
Pacifican staff writer
Robert MacKenzie Eberhardt, a
UOP regent, community leader and
president of the Bank of Stockton,
died Nov. 20 while on a duck hunt
ing trip in Budapest, Hungary. He was
67.
Eberhardt graduated from UOP in
1951 and served on UOP's Board of
Regents since 1963. He was chairman
of the board from 1975 to 1993. He
received the Pacific Alumni
Association's Medallion of Excellence
this fall for his outstanding contribu
tions to the University.
Eberhardt identified himself
closely with the University. In accept
ing the Medallion of Excellence, he
said: "Some say I've been involved
with the University so long that my
blood runs orange and black, and
they're probably right!...It doesn't get
any better than being rewarded for
doing something you love."
Mary Elizabeth Eberhardt told
The Record of Stockton her father was

Robert MacKenzie Eberhardt
resting in his hotel room after a
morning of duck hunting when he
suffered the massive stroke. He died
immediately, she said. He had been
in good health prior to the trip.
Eberhardt served as president of
the Bank of Stockton for 31 years, fol
lowing in the footsteps of his father,

Vietnam
Memorial
Wall
displayed
at UOP

UOP to host
NCAA Volleyball
Tournament
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massive black granite
wall in Washington, D.C.
More on "The Moving
Wall," see page 5.
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"Ebe" Eberhardt, at both the bank
and the University.
"All of us that have ever had the
opportunity to meet Mr. Eberhardt
have lost a great friend," said UOP
President Bill L. Atchley in an e-mail
message to the UOP community. "All
of us who have had the opportunity
to have had contact with him are the
very fortunate ones. He was truly an
outstanding gentleman and will be
missed greatly."
Eberhardt's tenure as chair of
UOP's Board of Regents was marked
by successes and controversies. He
was a successful fund-raiser, donating
generously himself and co-chairing
UOP's "Fulfilling the Promise" capi
tal campaign.
With his wife Mimi, he funded
the Eberhardt Distinguished Teaching
Award, which is given annually to an
exemplary faculty member. The
Eberhardts also sponsored a fund for
faculty development.
See Eberhardt page 2

World AIDS
Day raises
awareness
Memorial quilt on
display in Stockton
CICELY R U D E
Pacifican staff writer
The UOP community has until
Friday (Dec. 2) to see the nationally
acclaimed AIDS Memorial Quilt,
which is on display at the Stockton
Memorial Civic Auditorium.
The event is part of a three-day
local commemoration of World AIDS
Day. It features events designed to
raise awareness of the AIDS problem
in the United States.
Sixty-six of the 27,000 panels are
in Stockton, while many other pre
sentations are occurring simulta
neously across the country. Due to its
size, the AIDS Memorial Quilt has not
been shown in its entirety since 1992
See World AIDS Day poge 4
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Ex-Aryan Nations leaderspeaks°ut
on power of hate organizations

Weekly news for the UOP community since 19oj

Editorial Staff
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A strong supporter of UOP ath
letics, Eberhardt donated his money
and his enthusiasm to UOP's sports
programs, especially football and vol
leyball.
The Record, in a recent editorial,
said that Eberhardt "helped lead the
transformation of Pacific from a
small, liberal arts college to a univer
sity in every sense of that word and
"helped elevate Pacific athletics to
major college status."
Controversies also marked
Eberhardt's tenure on the board. The
Western Association of Schools and
Colleges noted in its 1991 report that
a conflict of interest existed because
Eberhardt was both president of the
Bank of Stockton and chairman of
the UOP's Board of Regents.
At the time of WASC's report,
UOP owed over J17 million to the
Bank of Stockton. WASC said the
University was dependent on this
"special relationship" in a manner
which exceeds "prudent standards of
financial management." UOP's re
gents later adopted a conflict of in
terest policy in regard to this situa
tion, but the University's debt re
mained with the Bank of Stockton.
Controversy also surrounded his
role in the hiring of President

the Aryan Nations for a sense
longing.
Cochran admits it is not easy to
quit being a racist over night, and his
awakening has been a constant
struggle. He was the speaker of the

Hitler Youth Festival in
be found
sincethe
gery tocor,^ acleft ^ ateAm«t
"^"'C'C.n n^frfecrio" thebov
plfmacy in all Us perfcetiorg the boy
wasorde,^obeeutttan,.zedbecau

Atchley, which many said lacked ad
equate input from the campus com
munity, and Eberhardt's continued
support of UOP football in light of
UOP's serious financial difficulties.
"Bob Eberhardt was certainly a
recognized force at this University,
said Peg Ciccolella, chair of the Aca
demic Council. "His death represents
a loss that will not go unnoticed by
anyone."
Memorial services were held
Tuesday, Nov. 29 in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. More than 1500
mourners listened to eulogies deliv
ered by Alex Spanos, a Stockton de
veloper and UOP Regent, John
Rohde, an employee of Eherhardt's
for 30 years, and Robert Friedberger,
a friend of Eberhardt's.
Eberhardt was bom in Oakland
and raised in Stockton, where he at
tended local schools. He graduated
from the New Mexico Military Acad
emy and UOP. He served in the U.S.
Air Force and worked as a state bank
ing examiner before beginning his
career with the Bank of Stockton.
Eberhardt enrolled at UOP in the
fall of 1944 and played football un
der famed coach Amos Alonzo Stagg.
World War II interrupted his studies,
but he returned to UOP and finished
his degree in 1951.

by Cochran, wnue iupcui-y .0
reachfueled by
by the
the media,
just in reach
media( not
not ,ust
ing out to the masses, but organized
racism sells and there is money to be
made by granting interviews to tab
loid television.
Cochran's purpose is to bring an
awareness to people about the power
.• n
( hate
Kitx» organizations
rtrtjanizationS in
in
to reduce ,acism.
"1, is good to hear this and to
think about it," said sophomore Alex
Olsen.
and influence of

Eberhardt may be recalled bysome as shouting from the sidelines
at a UOP football game, Bob
Monagan, chair of the UOP Board of
Regents, told The Record. But he was
always much more involved than
that.
"There are a few people willing to
take on, say, UOP, but there aren't
many who take on the Boy Scouts and
everything else, too," said developer
and UOP regent Greenlaw "Fritz"
Grupejr.
in addition to his service to the
University, Eberhardt was active in
the Boy Scouts of America, saving the
Stockton YMCA and many wildlife
organizations.
"A lot of people didn't know all
of the things he did," said Cindy
Spiro, assistant athletic director and a
friend of the Eberhardt family for
many years. "He didn't publicize it,
he would just ask that others do some
thing in return."
Donations in Robert Eberhardt's
memory can be made to Ducks Un
limited, P.O. Box 1110, Stockton, CA
95201; UOP Development Office,
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA
95211; or Boy Scouts of America, 837
Shaw Road, Stockton, CA 95215.
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maternities, sororities
louses battled for first place in varioutaaMUef"""9 Creek Week
. . i r r A nnm cv
IeUSSA
DUDLEY
^cifican staff writer

cZT

It was a battle between the sexes
the fraternities and sororities com-.
ett'd in various events that started
ednesday, Nov. 16 in celebration of
reek Week.
"We had Greek Week in order to
amote the Greek system througli
(tivities outside so that non-Greeks
^lusj
•re able to see it, and so they could
wl,Bria t
l- what kind of people make up the
tek system," said Brian Tasto, coQmj ,j
e president of Greek Council.
Overall winners in the men's
mpetition were Pi Kappa Alpha in
1st place, Sigma Alpha Epsilon in
rond and Phi Delta Theta in third.
'r Hit' women's competition Delta
»mna came in first, with Kappa Al
ii Theta in second and Delta Delta
'lla in third.
With opening ceremonies on
Jnesday, screams, shouts and
?s could be heard all throughout
"I'us in a contest to see who had
•lason,

iy

M»v

VUU1

a 9 . 'sl %'*'}• "" was to see who
jj. he the loudest and to show
^ g pumped up they were," said
.();' "lursday, a relay race was
i unrig I acitic Hour, and on Fri-

"'eluding

—

non
t°0 pe0Plenon-Greeks, showed up to watch the
vanous houses perform
fnrt

8 h'k 3 llp sync con'«t

that was

members8 analU,n"iand"vofacu"y

day of Gr«*
W«*a'St"*
nn t! n
Contest took place

on the Bomar Commons at 10 a.m
ngging at the rope with all their
strength, SAE pulled in a victory for
he men s division, while Delta
Gamma won the women's division.
her.

au
p m"' a Pre"Same barwas held to finalize the week's
events. Pizza was donated by Little
Caesar s Pizza and drinks were served
to get everyone prepared for the last
home football game.
Saturday also concluded the
canned food drive that was held dur
ing Greek Week.
e

1 eople tend to have a bad image
of the Greek system," said co-vice
president of Greek Council Carrie
Kandasamy. "They think we are elit
ists or something, so that's why we
had the canned food drive, to do
Something for the community."
With over 2,000 cans collected,
they are donating some of it to the
multicultural center on campus and

sums
nr. - i\ ..

***.5*2

Z'Z'Sfd1'
J Darren M. Antonovich.

See Greek Week page 4

'P Sync brought Greeks
[ogether in harmony

€lta amma
iviav
KaPP° Alpha
Cfori
Fformances stole the show
I
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staff writer
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Friday,
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fk Week "Th * Whicfl organized
Mutiw,hey^e c°mpeting this
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In tlu
( h' Om rity,COIT1Petition, Al(
tJ'f fere in a'
Delta Delta Delta
enditions
of Keba
Hire's «w[
why Haven
Havcn't I Heard
You " Th"£
"*"« P O. riKl>e"S endCd up
luRa- Kappa A/ 1 w°Ve A L P H A C
rr from th
3 did a
Pna• 'heta
movic
Gr
F gave thom
" case II"
'IH1 enH^ !* econd P'ace.
'"leenri
' Musical' Was De,ta Gamma's
"*Sh J,CVV °f the moyie
'°Ur fratern f0" them first P,acePetition 41 ,'es entercd in the
n"
'Pha Kappa Lambda

placed fourth slamming to Nirvana's
Lithium" which started the compe
tition with a toilet paper toss that
caught on quickly, but was stuffed
just as fast. Omega Phi Alpha took
home third running "Vaseline" by
Stone Temple Pilots.
Second place was awarded to
Sigma Alpha Epsilon for they're imi
tation of Cab Calloway's "Minnie the
Moocher" from the movie " The Blues
Brothers."
However, it was the new frater
nity, Pi Kappa Alpha, that won first
place performing Billy Joel's "Uptown
Girl."
Greek Week is not just meant for
each fraternity or sorority to adver
tise themselves to prospective "rushees , it is also used to show a unity
and spirit within the entire Greek
community on campus.
I his makes all the sororities look
good, and makes it tough to decide
on which one to rush," a freshman
woman who wished to remain name
less stated.

Twisting, shouting
announces Greek Week

f.ABru
XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican staff writer

1here was a lot of shouting and
chanting at the Hand Hall lawn on
the afternoon of Wednesday, Nov. 16.
I he occasion: opening ceremonies
for Greek Week 1994.
To inaugurate Greek Week, mem
bers of the different Greek organiza
tions congregated on the lawn to par
ticipate in the spirit award competi
tion.
I he competition consisted in get
ting each of the houses to perform
their house theme song as loud as
they could. The winning fraternity
and sorority was determined by the
loudness of their performances.
Competition was tough. There
was a lot of spirit among all of the
houses, especially the fraternities
which ended up in a three way tie
among the brothers of Phi Delta
Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Al
pha Epsilon.
After great tie-breaking perfor

mances by each of the houses, the
judges made their decisions. Pi Kappa
Alpha placed first with an overall
st ore of 56 points. SAE came in a close
second with 54 and Phi Delta Iheta
in third with 46 points.
It was a hard decision. They were
all really great, the loudness was a big
factor on choosing who won," said
judges Robyn Nagata and Jennifer
Irachtenberg.
The sorority performances didn't
lead to a tie-breaker, but competition
among them was as tough as the
uien s. Kappa Alpha Iheta came out
in first place with an overall of 34
points. The ladies of Delta Gamma
placed second with only one-half
point less, and right behind them
with 28 points were the third place
winners, Delta Delta Delta.
"I was very happy with the way
everything turned out," commented
Carrie Kandasamy, an emcee for the
event. "Compared to last year, we
have a lot more spirit, and overall it
went really well."
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AIDS

continued from page 1

day to raise awareness about AIDS
in Washington D.C.
"If you don't know somebody
.te.oge,—
who's infected now, you will by the
in the S.J.A.F. or have any questions
time you graduate," said Rohtt Stock
or concerns about AIDS, the o ice »
man, a San Joaquin AIDS educator,
located at 4410 Pershing Ave., Suite
who coordinated the effort to bring
C5, only two blocks from the UOP
campus. The phone number is 94
the Quilt to Stockton.
This is an opportunity for Stock
1987, and many volunteers iave
ton residents and UOP students to
found jobs through contacts from th
learn more about AIDS and it s vic
SJ * We encourage people with any
tims, h esaid.
. . . .
"No one has to get this d,se^sequestions or fears to just call. I get
The only way of prevention is by edu
tons of anonymous calls every week,
cation and awareness," said Dr. Sarah
Lid Marshea Jones volunt^r coo.
Grimes of Cowell Health Center.
dinator at the S.J.A.F. and a 1993 UQP
The Quilt includes the names and
graduate. "At least just educate your
pictures of some of the victims of
self so you know the myths from the
AIDS.
. ..
reality."
Opening ceremonies were held
The Stockton Memorial Civic Au
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m., followed by
ditorium is located at 525 N. Center
"Kids' Day At The Quilt." Children
Street in downtown Stockton.
from San Joaquin County partici
pated in the day's events, which in
cluded unfolding the Quilt panels
and reading the names.
Cher Feeney was the guest
speaker for the opening ceremony.
Feeney, whose father passed away
San Joaquin AIDS Foundation
from AIDS in 1992, also presented a
Informational Booth, 10:30 a.m.
recorded message that her father
to 2 p.m., McCaffrey Center. Hosted j
made prior to his death for the youth
|by Alpha Chi Omega.
of today. Choirs from Lincoln, Stagg
and Ldison high schools were also
| Candlelight Vigil begins at 7:30
featured throughout the day.
p.m. at Burns Tower. Hosted by Stu- j
In honor of World AIDS Day to
dent Health Advisory Committee.
day, the Quilt exhibit is open to the
public from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. This will
be the last opportunity to see the quilt
I Film Showings: "And the Band1
on display in Stockton. Local high
Played On" and 'Philadelphia'
school choirs will again be perform
I in all residence halls, sororities, and |
ing. Closing ceremonies will com
I the McCaffrey Center at 8 p.m.
1 Hosted by Phi Delta Theta. Popcorn
mence at 8 p.m.
A Candlelight March and Vigil
and sodas will be provided.
will take place at 5:30 p.m. rhursday.
This is a chance to remember those
j Additional activities: Alpha Chi
who have passed away over the last
j Omega is making posters and mandecade from this pandemic. Local art
j ning the S.J.A.F. information booth,
ists and theater groups will be per
i Delta Gamma is distributing red rib- j
forming in the North Hall of the au
bons and condoms, Alpha Phil
ditorium.
Omega National Service Fraternity I
The Quilt came to Stockton last
will tie red ribbons on all the trees on
year, as well as this year, courtesy of
campus.
the San Joaquin AIDS Foundation.
However, the S.J.A.F. may not be able

On-campus events for
Woild fliOS Daq
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ARROYO'S

U.O.P. SPECIAL
BUY ONE REGULAR
LUNCH or DINNER
|RECE,VE

^IcAN]!^CATj|,
A TRADITIONAL MEXICAN DINNER

462-1661
ENCHIUDAS
HUEV03 RANCHER03
CHILE COLORADO
STEAKS
CHILE RELLEN0
TAC0S
BURRT0S
MEXICAN BEER
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km wcood on* M \!i prica!
EASY ACCESS
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|
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FOR DELIVER CALL ATS-WO
STARTING AT 4:»PM

PLEASE PRESENT COUPON AND STUDENT OR
FACULTY ID TOWAITRESS.
ONE COUPON PER PERSON
I
ONE ITEM PER COUPON
I NOT VALD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR DISCOUNT
MUST BE SURRENDERED AJ1ME OF PURCHASE

J

I
324 S. CENTER STREET 482-1661
I
OFFER EXPIRES MFK
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Creek Week

continued from page 3
some to the Stockton Emergency

The $300 Delta Gamma wonf0,
first place is going to be split up jr
three ways: $100 will go back in
t0°Compketition was fierce as each
the b(idget to cover the entrance t
sorority and fraternity tried to earn
some -went to Sight Conservation an.noints Winners of the daily events
Aid to the Blind and some will got'
earned five points, ^co°d plac
buying reading glasses for student
earned three points and third plac
with vision impairment.
Planning for the week started
SOt The lecture series the week before
aboui mid-September and new ideaGreek Week was also included as part
were presented every Thursday jof the point system. The sorority or
Greel| Council meetings.
fraternity with the largest attendance
"This was the second yearofhai
received five points. The team with
ing tljie sororities and fraternities d
the most points at the end of the wee
something together," Kandasant
received $300, and second place re
said. j
ceived $100. This money came from
According to Tasto, the reason
the $100 entry fee that each frater
Greek Week wasn't a full week w#
nity and sorority had to pay Money
they didn't want the event
because thev
also came from Greek We®^t"shir
to become repetitive.
sales and the Greek Council budget.
Overall, there has been a lotoi
Greek Week is "a big event our
positive feedback from all areas on
house likes to participate in," said
campus, and there is a general feel
Amy Brant, Delta Gamma president.
ing that the events were done re#
"Before the tug-of-war contest we had
well and were better than last year
a breakfast at the house, so that might
participants said.
have been an incentive (to win).
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Checkout

Kodak „f>
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The hew Kodak
Fun Saver 35
400 film.
i(jea!
, camera with flash
. Built-in flash makes this camera
_ Open Me First"
for indoor as well as outdoors^
. edition makes a
k great holiday stocking • Return entire camera for pr
, . "stuffer. Save $2.00
and recycling.
with the special on-pack
coupon and try one today!
• Bright holiday graphics make this
camera a great gift idea.

oNtv$12-^—

University Book Store
Books . . . and a whole lot more! ^
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center •
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Budweiser Clydesdales, Moving Wall
part of 'Salute to U.S.A.' week
Events brought people of all ages together on campus
MELISSA DUDLEY

Pacifican staff writer
Celebrating its 61st anniversary,
the world-famous Budweiser Clydes
dales eight-horse hitch was on dis
play at Knoles Field as part of the "Sa
lute to the United States of America"
week.
Standing over six-feet tall and
weighing over 1,000 pounds, the Cly
desdales, along with a black spotted
dog with a ferocious bark on the back
of the carriage, are enough to scare
off any child. But people of all ages
came to see the Budweiser Clydes
dales Saturday, Nov. 20.
According to Kendra McCarty,
marketing coordinator for Stockton
Anheuser-Busch, August A. Bush Jr.
bought the horses in 1933, in celebra
tion of the repeal of the prohibition,
and presented them to his father. Be
fore the invention of cars, the horses
were used for delivery work, but now
are used primarily for breeding and
touring.
The horses, brought to the
United States by Canadians of Scot
tish descent in the mid-1800's, looked
picture perfect with their f^Us arid
mains braided with r£d, vvjjite and
blue ribbons. In facf, «ieW%gre;
people young andfbld lined rip to
have their picture taken with the Cly
desdales.
' loday, the horsed a're frir display
»"d to^alk throygh thb parking lot
«' part of the p'fe-eVents before kick• said Leslie Snydef;- marketing
•oordinator for the Stocktpn West
• "ast Hitch. According to Snyder, the
Scs ,our 13-vvesfern statesand do
lu'nts like these.
ie

"'Ted them," said 10-year-oldBoss. "I want to get oh them." '
&
Udyitg.sdales,,'
d faT tn itdvarn'e, and 'Suick'
rr:

In Brief
Enrollment stays
close to '93 level
Student enrollment for the fall
semester is about the same as it was
last year, according to figures released
by the admission's office.
The Stockton campus has 4,112
students, the School of Dentistry
shows 436 and McGeorge School of
Law has 1,258, with the three-cam
pus total at 5,807. Last year's total
"head count" figure was 5,859. The
fall 1993 figures for all three campuses
were 4,140 in Stockton, 1,281 in Sac
ramento and 438 in San Francisco.

Lloyd Ferguson, lead driver of the Budweiser West Coast Hitch, drove tlw
Clydesdales and dog "Miss Micheloh" around the UOP campus cfOHttg "Salute to
U.S.A." week. People of all ages came to look at, pet and take pictures with the
world-famous Clydesdales.
o>>v
wasn't originally on theiritour, said
Bob Miller, director of facilities and
"operations at UQJt Aul because of "Salute to U.S.A.,".-they wanted to be a
gart of the activities.
'ft $a<|done.as a salute to our
&
unfj-y," {filler satd.
:iso pjrrt of fife "Salute to U.S.A."
week was "The Moving Wall," a rep
lica otthe Vietnam Veterans Memo
rial/' t
\ £
. 7'We-brought th| VJetrtjam Veterans lyfemorial in cori junction with
Veteran's Day which was Nov. 11 be
cause it is something bfee to have at
a university," said Miller. According
to Miller, the wall is usually booked
three years in, advance, but he was
able to get it her in less than a year
with some political pull. Only 10 uni
versities have had the wall at their
campus andUOP is one of them.

Photo by Darren M. Antonovich.
Karl from Turlock (who wished
not to give his last name), was in the
service several years ago and came to
Stockton with his wife to see if there
were any names he recognized on the
wall. "I thought there might be some
one I know here," he said.
There are 58,191 names on the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial, and 252
names have been added since its dedi
cation on Nov. 13, 1982. Over 43 mil
lion people are affected by those who
died in Vietnam. Anyone is able to
get a name-rubbingof any name they
want to remember that person by.
Flowers, cards, ribbons, flags and
poems were places in front of several
of the memorial's panels.
"What are the chances of us get
ting to see the real one?" said Earl's
wife. "So we thought we would come
see this one."

tockton city council shoots down controversial
°ncealed weapons proposal at Nov. 21 meeting
HE

PACIFICAN

MedhrSt°Ckt0n City Council rerover 1>Uncilman Nick/Rust's conUannr'1 ')roPpSt1' to HKik^> concealed
S Pcrrnits mcyre ®sily availL
S

lav,

»wn

'

l)roP°sal, which would
who legally

°Wed any°ne

' 'n Duh|UU
Passes a class t° carry
IC' was defeated 6-1. The proosaj
1 news,S eovere<^ acfoss
aPers

the nation
and on television sta

tions.
.
.
Rust, an ardCnr'gurV'Oivridrs'
rights advocate, predicted that the
demise of his proposal would not pre
vent similar efforts from succeeding
elsewhere.
"Things are going to happen in
the state of California," Rust said.
"That, ladies and gentlemen, is the
direction our nation is going."
Mayor Joan Darrah, who voted
against the measure, said that rejec

tion of the measure would send a
positive yidssage to the1 rest of the
nation about Stocktort.
"Ibelieve this is going to be a vicfory for StocktoTf," Darfhli said.
"What I have gotten out of this is that
there is no quick fix to crime. Carry
ing concealed weapons is not a quick
fix."
The Monday, Nov. 21 decision
comes after two weeks of public hearSee Guns, page 6

No live music, no
business for Pepperoni's
Monday night, the Stockton City
Council rejected a permit that would
have allowed live music at
Pepperoni's, 4415 Pacific Ave. The
vote was 4-3. Owner Larry Lusk was
appealing an earlier Planning Com
mission ruling and he needed five
council votes in order to receive the
permit. Lusk told The Record the vote
may put him out of business.
Police and neighbors complained
that the live music led to unruly
crowds and other problems in the
neighborhood. Supporters of
Pepperoni's live music said the restau
rant provided a rare opportunity for
musical entertainment.
"Musicians, poets, whatever need
a place to perform," said David Fries,
a University of the Pacific graduate
school dean. Fries said that having
live music nearby would make it
easier to recruit graduate students to
the University.
A majority of the council agreed.
"Then? ir ju rt jhot enriOgfci foryoung
people to-do1" Mayor Joan Darrah
sai<jj.
- .
_
A motion by Councilman Mel
Paniz2a would have granted the per
mit on the condition that the restau
rant limit the number of patrons,
operate only earfy mtfieeveirih£ be
fore th«*cLty's t'l-pvrw, cuefeir-fbr
youth and not use electronic amplifi• cation.
The proposal failed, however, to
win the five votes necessary.
"THE PflOflCW
Campos neuiseveni May
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The Pacific

Subbiondo leaves

Former vice president moves on to new

rUI fl'*-

r

.bUitv for the
given me
responsibility
mp full
full responsiolll
) for the

and strategic planning were reii

JUSTIN GINGERY

Pacifican staff writer

Executive Vice President Joseph
Subbiondo, who steered UOl
through recent accreditation prob
lems with the Western Association of
Schools and Colleges, left the Univer
sity for-a new post in Chicago shortly
after a WASC visit to campus m midOctober.
,
.
Subbiondo had served as the
University's liaison to WASC. and as
* chair of the Strategic Planning Com
mittee.
;
.
Subbiondo moved from the Aca
demic Vice President's office to the
Executive Vice President's office after
WASC deferred re-affirmation o
Pacific's accreditation until problems
n the
the areas of finance, governance
in

^^The change allowed Subbiondo to
focus his efforts on developing a longrange strategic plan and steering ^
University through a variety
Dorts and visits in an attempt to in
lure full re-affirmation of accredit tlon when the WASC commission
meets again next spring.
-I anticipate a positive response
from WASC," Subbiondo said, but
Pacific will only become what we
want it to be/'
,
The Art Institute of Chicago has
called on Subbiondo to help develop
a Center for Art and Culture
"It's a great opportunity for me,
Subbiondo said. "The institute has set
up my living arrangements and has
up my

KSkmSt,"tothe campus cornmu-

eliminating the Executive Vice Presi-

administrative structure.
Subbiondo has tenure in the Ln
department, so his leave may
not be permanent. HecouW always
come back to UOP as a professor
A return to UOP's administration
tttiv also be in store..
"If the new president offered me
a iob in the administration, 1 would
strongly consider it," said Subbiondo
"UOP is in a transition stage right
now and 1 don't want to burn any
g l i s h

C

Massage Center & Clear up your brain.

.

952-109

__

Paid positions
for spring 1995

bridges.
Chicago for a
Dilutes. iI'll
11 try
vi/ rotawni

ctirk with
Pit
it works, I'll
I'll Stick
with it
it. Either
UOP will always be important tom
Peg Ciccolella, chair of the,
demic Council, said the faculty^
dated Subbiondo's servicetothcl,
versity.
"Professionally, his strategicpl4
nirig is nothing short of excellent
Personally, 1 found Joe to be aftkmentor and colleague," she said.
In expression of its gratitude,t
Academic Council, representingL
ulty from all schools and colleges
UOP, passed a resolution
Subbiondo's honor:

"Academic visionary, man of
tegrity, and exemplary university®
zen, you have set an example for
ture academic administratorsattti
You have guided the Unived
through a tumultuous periodn
given us hope that we may one 4
reach the potential for which,
strive. In recognition of the to. J
ship which you have provideduiu
extremely adverse circumstances,
off our heartfelt gratitude for a
well done. Few could equal you:
valuable efforts."
Subbiondo said he felt tru
predated when he received
Council's resolution.
Subbiondo encourages "
from UOP who is visiting|Chi ^
look him up. He would
^
UOP visitors around tne
City".

Guns

continued from page 5
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NEWS EDITOR
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. • „ ,imp management skills ability to work under deadline, and effective oral/written
Requires strong
pews editor manages all functions of the news section, including assigning WfitCOmnnd nhotosranhers and editing all submitted articles. Successful candidates should demonstrate
e[S.
]t . \ )on(nv through on assignments/good interpersonal skills, and a,dedication to improving his/
g
ability to follow thr g^
rj ence helpfuj but pot required. Competitive salary-or practicum credits

iSSnabie Consact Chris Shuifc editor-in-chief,, at 94«-2115 for more information. Applications
close Dec. 8.

tion. Applications close Dec. 8.
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forethecouncP 25|«d.P J
the proposal, 25 la
was neutral.
, Kl1ti I
UOP student Matttj
spoke in favor ot the pr _ ^ J
the council. He note
carries cash follow ^ p,;.
Hockey games, at the
J
rink. Kartozian said he
J
people who wouK
they could carry conce
\
-It will
new st
j
'UOP," Kartozian said.
• ^ ,J
In separate action
unanimously aPPr
niendations of its 1 mSe<OT
Force, including a
^
and conflict-resolution ii2t),K
kindergarten throug i ^
h e

b r i n g

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Reauires ability to work under deadlines, solid understanding of advertising and sales, and. ability to
Save a small staff. The advertising manager is responsible for overseeing a staff of advertising repre-sentatives overseeing advertising design, working with the.business staff to assure customers are billed
correctlv and working with customers to assure they are satisfied with their advertising in The 1 acifican. Salary plus commission. Contact Bill Stringer, business manager, at 946-2115 for more informa
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Remembering Bob
His blood ran orange and black

UOP regent, president of the Bank of Stockton, community leader.
These areall words that describe Robert Eberhardt, the chairman emeri
tus of the board of regents who died of a stroke Nov. 20. But they fail to
communicate the monumental role he played at UOP and in the Stockton
area.
Eberhardt, a 1951 graduate of UOP, and a recipient of the Pacific Alumni
Ij*
n« Association's Medallion of Excellence this fall, was always an active mem
U ber of the both the UOP community and throughout Stockton as a whole.
Eberhardt was a longtime member or the Board of Regents, serving from I
a us
1963 until his death. As the chairman of the board from 1975 until 1993,
he was a successful fund-raiser, both through making his own donations
and co-chairing UOP's "Fulfilling the Promise" capital campaign. His work
I VI
was hailed by The Record of Stockton in a recent editorial as "helping to
lead the transformation of Pacific from a small, liberal-arts college to a uni
versity in every sense of the word."
Eberhardt was an active supporter of UOP athletics, donating both his
money and enthusiasm over the years. Eberhardt was often seen cheering
from the sidelines during football games. However, this same enthusiasm
for football provided much of the controversy to his tenure on the board.
Eberhardt played football for UOP during the glory years under Amos
Alonzo Stagg during the 1940's. He continued to support the Division I
football program during 17 years without a winning season and budget
(rises at the university. This support was criticized, at times, for placing too
much emphasis on big time football at a medium-sized college.
In accepting the Medallion of Excellence, UOP's highest honor, he
stated:
Some say I've been involved with the University so long that my blood
orange and black...and they are probably right!"
Eberhardt loved life and loved Pacific dearly. UOP owes him a debt of
1
Rratitude,
~
runs

UOPIusses and Minuses
EI-US: lo the San Joaquin AIDS Foundation, for working hard to bring
Potion of the AIDS quilt to Stockton for World AIDS Day.
PLUS: To the Bank of Stockton, Union Safe Deposit, and Stockton
s'lngs Bank, for sponsoring the annual Bankers' Classic volleyball tourAlthough UOP didn't win, it was still a worthwhile tournament,
the
L° either the University or the contractors who laid down
with"11604- 'n a cost_cutting measure, they simply colored portions of it
k J rw' 8'aze instead of using red brick. Now, with the rains, the red glaze
arting to wash away.
rou !
'°
NCAA for selecting UOP to host the first and second
nati°naI women's volleyball championship. AND, in anoth" di°*
see(Ied UOP to play at home this Saturday (Dec. 3).
"ipl| '
r°
make
Stockton City Council for voting down the measure to
Mr a S ' C r t 0 ® e t a c o n c e a l e d w e a p o n s p e r m i t .
brjn ; S US: To more miscommunication, this time from the p 4
freshi U>U k*entor- This past Monday, they neglected to inform about 50
frn '!len that the general session had been moved back to Lor~ 11
MlN ° Spanos Concert Hall,
lo the Pacifican for not doing a better job of editing
review
of *j ,
1 m ievv With a Vampire." (See letters, page 8)
J

p i.

*
refl.ect

'

the opinion of a majority of the Pacifican Editorial Board. |
senior editors and section editors are members of the Board.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

What about the Wall?
Dear Editor,
I cannot believe that when I
opened the Nov. 17th issue of The
Pacifican, I saw an article on the Viet
nam War Memorial that was the size
of a personal ad.
I consider this a slap in the faces
of all vets, living and dead, and their
families. The wall is more than just a
wall with names of dead people you
have never met. It stands for all
Americans who went to war. Even
though there was an unpopular war,
they went because their nation asked
them to. It symbolizes and makes us
remember that even as you read this
letter, that there are Americans de
fending the peace of our nation, and
also protecting our Constitutional
rights that we take for granted every
day (including our freedom of press).
When I see an article like "Throw
of the Dice: Drinking on Campus"
given more space than a national re
minder, I think it is time for you
people to wake up and take a look

around. Hell, even the local military
units were able to give fly-overs and
cannon salutes to it. Even The Record
(Yes, the same Record who put puke
green on your front page cover) was
able to place two photos of it in their
paper.
Everyone on campus complains
about how one body, (i.e. the student
body, faculty, staff, administration, of
the Board of Regents) never hear each
other or have nothing in common.
Well, all of these bodies have veter
ans in them. Yes, I am a veteran, and
proud of it. All the people in my fam
ily are veterans, including my mother
being a Vietnam Veteran and my
mother being a veteran of Desert
Storm.
I write this to you, hoping you
understand that it is more than just a
wall with names of dead veterans on
it.
Richard A. Haiverson
UOP Central Receiving

Three Strikes and you're UOP
Dear Editor,
No, this is not about Proposition
184.
I have been teachingat UOP since
1969. And this is my first complaint.
Like most professors, 1 work about 60
to 70 hours a week for the University
and the students. I come to work be
fore 8, usually don't leave until 5:30
or 6, and take work home, too.I don't
take coffee breaks, and eat lunches in
my office while reading the office
mail. Each week,I volunteer one twohour help session for my students,
#nd another two-hour session for
members of the Vietnamese Student

Association.
I am speaking out now because
UOP is trying for the third strike. (The
first was replacing the famous Food
Services with ARA. The second strike
was replacing a good working com
puter system with a chaotic one.) The
third strike may be to fix something
that isn't broken, to replace some
thing people are happy with with
some unknown, unproven health
care system.
If there are hard facts about ris
ing health care costs, then simply let
~ See Three Strikes, page 7
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IRISH ODDITIES.

OPINION
Responses to movie review
Judgment severely flawed

0
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StHtAD O'CONNER

Dear Editor,
I would like to express my displea
sure with last week's movie review,
written by Jason McFaul. I was very
offended at his supposition that
women at UOP want nothing more
from a film than the opportunity to
ogle attractive men (such as Tom
Cruise and Brad Pitt in "Interview
With the Vampire"). In particular, I
take umbrage to his words "though
the sight of these actors may enter
tain the average female, or the pecu
liar male, they did absolutely noth
ing for me." This not only implies
that women and homosexual men
are less than intelligent, but states

that homosexuality is "peculiar"
In the future, I would hopeth*
Mr. McFaul will choose his word
with more thought. I am sure thath
infnnf
.„
1
,
"l !
intent
was :just1 ito
show
how
poorly
made a widely publicized, eaRer]v
awaited movie could turn out to be 1
cannot comment on his judgment in
this case, as I have not seen "Vam
pire." However, my opinion is that his
judgment was severely flawed in writing his review in such an uninformed
insulting manner.
1

Kathleen Gabriel
UOP senior

I am not easily offended, but...

GRIEH BQR

Pacifican's Top Ten and
UOPIusses lack awareness

Dear Editor,
This is in response to the Nov. 10
Top Ten list and the Nov. 17
"UOPIusses and Minuses." I agree
with Michael Waechter and Jeffrey
Schwartz's letter that appeared in the
Nov. 17 issue. We need to break ste
reotypes, not encourage them. Obvi
ously, there is a "disregard for com
munity awareness" because this pa
per does not seem to cater to the com
munity as it should. Sex sells. This is
common knowledge. But does it have
to sell the Pacifican as well? Stereo
types are inexcusable.

Three Strikes
1

continued from page 6

the staff and faculty pay more each
month to offset the increase in
stead of replacing, once more,
something that works with chaos.
Our health is important to us. The
WASC people know that the fac
ulty here are underpaid. One president after another talked about
bringing our salaries up to the 60th
percentile. Just talk! Now our
health benefits are being threat
ened too. But, "three strikes, and
you're OUT!"

' T h u a n Van N g u y e n
Professor of Engineering

Dear Editor,
I am not easily offended by the
ignorance of people like Jason
McFaul, but I am disturbed and dis
appointed that his stupidity is printed
in your newspaper. In his Nov. 17 re
view of "Interview with the Vampire"
he intended (I think) to say that the
film's only interesting feature is the
sex appeal of its stars. If that was the
point, he should have said that and
nothing more. Instead, he began with
"If I were a girl..." and later made a
reference to "...the peculiar male."
Why is a person with flagrantly sex
ist opinions reviewing films for your
paper? Are his attitudes reflective of
our university community? Do
women prefer to be called "girls?" Do

The comments in the UOPIusses
about the University advertising the
hate awareness lecture in a mislead
ing way rather upset me. It is true that
it was misleading because I was sur
prised at the amount of people that 1
assumed I was promoting white su
premacy on campus, and 1 apologize
for that if I offended anyone. How
ever, this campus is paper blind and
flyers begin to blend together after a
while. A swastika, and the point of
advertising, is to catch peoples' atten
Dear Editor,
tion. Get the whole story, not just
This letter is written in response
part of it. This program was meant to
to Jason McFaul's article in the Nov.
educate people about hate awareness,
17th issue of the Pacifican, in which
to illustrate that organizations like
he critiqued "Interview With the
the Aryan Nations exist, to show how
Vampire"
and "The Santa Clause." I
hate and racism need to be reduced
take
exception
to the manner in
in our society, and people need to
which
Mr.
McFaul
has chosen to cri
become more sensitive towards oth
tique
"Interview."
His
comment that
ers and their differences. It was in no
the
sight
of
these
actors
may enter
way meant to be offensive but many
tain the average female, or the pecu
people took it that way because thev
liar male" smacks of sexist and
would not read the fine print. Read
homophobic
sentiment. Mr. McFaul
it. Besides, "A program about hate
stresses
that
if
he were "a girl" he
awareness" was in the middle of the
might
have
enjoyed
the movie "due
flyer, not at the bottom.
to the three male actors."
Yes Jason, it's true, women and
Katie Hildebrand
peculiar
males across the land regu
Staff m e m b e r / G r a d . S t u d e n t
larly eschew their brains when they
C o o r d i n a t o r o f t h e Hate
go to see a movie, or do anything for
Awareness Program
that matter. If they could only rise
above their sexual proclivities long

gay men think of themselves as "pe
culiar?" Is the "average female" sexu
ally attracted to Tom Cruise, Brad Pitt,
and Christian Slater? Ironically, Mr.
McFaul's article appeared in the same
issue as a letter to the editor which
attacked the paper for committing
the exact same offense in the Nov. 10
Top Ten List. It is sad enough that all
human beings have to fight the op
pression of bigotry in our daily lives,
whether we are female, gay, disabled,
black, white, yellow, or green—I am
patently dismayed that your newspa
per is an agent of that bigotry.
Matt Castle
Alumnus/Staff Member

Review smacks of sexist and
homophobic sentiment
enough to look beyond the physique
and appearance of male actors then
perhaps they too could plumb the
intellectual depths of such profound
movies as "The Santa Clause." After
much critical analysis they cow
then proclaim, as you did, that "1l'b
this kind of stuff" to the "Clauses
self-admittedly "mindless entertain
ment."
Was the last comment low?
haps, after all, I've never seen 1
Santa Clause." However, my P01"
still remains valid and it is this:10^
particularly care whether Mr. Mc'13
liked the movie or not. To insinu3
excuS'
the things he has is either in
n
able or demonstrating an ig °ra
to the stereotypes he is perpetuatingMichael C. Medlock
Graduate Student

1
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Love, American Music Club-stvle

CARRIE HAVWARD
pocifican staff writer

We lounged in his luxurious ho
tel suite. He was a man of casual el
egance — a man seemingly at ease
with himself and the world ... or so it
would go if Vudi, lead guitarist of the
band American Music Club, was writ
ing the article.
Jn reality, the interview took
place in the dingy, cave-like confines
of the Press Club's back room and
Vudi, swathed in colorful scarves and
layers of shirts, was more casual than
elegant.
American Music Club stopped in
Sacramento, one week into the U.S.
leg of their tour. Their latest album,
"San Francisco," is being heralded by
critics as the best album of the year,
but their first single and its video are
getting little airplay as music direc
tors nationwide struggle to pigeon
hole and package the AMC sound.
Ihat sound has been over 10
years in the making, beginning with
the dissolution of lead singer Mark
Eitzel's no wave/post-punk band the
Naked Skinnies. The earliest incarna
tion of American Music Club in
cluded a trumpet player and a guitar
ist who also banged on a piece of
sheet metal.
VVhen that line-up didn't pan out
titzel called Vudi, who had been fol
lowing AMC while playing in his own

Jt7

wllSMr

'*•»»*

Photo by Dennis Keeley

Restaurant review

^
to the proceedings," says
Vudi of Eitzel's reputation in the
press. Vudi says the singer, who is
unable to give interviews on shownights, writes about life as he per
ceives it in the first person, so he
...screams and hollers just about
people he knows."
Eitzel's lyrics, Vudi says, are
meant to be uplifting. "But you can't
express anything worth hearing with
out being vulnerable."
He is so good at expressing things
worth hearing that, the Rolling Stone
Critics' Poll named him "Best
Songwriter" upon the release of
AMC's fifth album, "Everclear." Last
year's "Mercury," their major label
debut, earned them "Hot Band" sta
tus in Rolling Stone. "San Francisco"
seems destined for similar acclaim.
So how come these critics' dar
lings can't even get arrested, so to
speak, when it comes to the mass au
dience? It may be because the group
is so unique they defy categorization,
making it hard to market them to a
particular audience.
For a while, their record label
tested them in the alternative/college
rock format. "I don't think we ever
had much success in so-called college
radio. We're not really radical, or any
thing," says Vudi.
What are they, then? "In our
minds we're a pop band. ... I don't
baggage

American Music Club recently played in Sacramento.
band, and said, "I hear you like my
music. Want to start a band?" They
were joined by bassist Danny Pearson,
and eventually rounded out the group
with the addition of Tim Mooney on
drums and Bruce Kaphan on guitars
and keyboards.
Over the years, much has been
made of Eitzel's painfully personal lyr
ics. Writers have cast him in the role
of the sadly poetic owner of a battlescarred heart who bravely bares his
soul.

if

'V

Indeed, as he stands on the stage
during the sound check, the club's
single spotlight narrowly missing him
to penetrate the gloom at his feet,
Eitzel appears the picture of abjection.
But as the last melancholy strains of
his deep voice fade, a grin spreads
across his face and he reaches for a
paper Jaegermeister bullhorn which
will become the evening's recurring
joke.
"We get a lot of serious thinkertype journalists who bring a lot of

See AMC page 14

Magic at Ghinggis Khan Monqolian B-B-Q

[IRIAN
RRIAN MITCHELL

rice, egg noodle soup and sodas. The
sauces to put on your bowl. Over ten
waitress took the order and returned
sauces are available. The chef told me
first with ice water, then the rice and
you have to at least add some sauce
Bbo^15 kban 's a Mongolian
soup.
^Qiustmmutes
from
the
UOPcamor it is tasteless.
nijc At c. —""""imeuui'camThe soup was
I had lobster
Ghinggis Khan
Monenl "T ' W3S skePtica' about
excellent but I hon
sauce,
BBQ sauce,
Monqolia BBQ
Mongolian
estly didn't care for
'®"eau„,<fd-bu,af,erthenum«house
sauce
and a
revlew
I finalk i - J°
this restaurant
2233 Grand Canal Blvd. #117
the rice. My friend
nna,,y decided to try it.
spoon
of
cooking
Phone:(209)952-3138
ate it quickly,
oil. You can ask
Price Range (perperson): $4.25- $6.25
before","^ Who had been there
though.
The
sodas
L'd d. I love Chinese fnnh
them to add a
hm
i.
J
I'Ut J VV^n'f
.
1UUU
c
don't come with
pinch
of garlic
3S
arniliar
w
'•an fnn,i >
dh Mongorefills but I found I
while
they
are
'hing new W3S rea,'y trying some"
didn't need a refill.
cooking
it.
1 =Avoid it, 2-Fair,
The soda and ice
M
c y friends and
After you add
3= Good, 4=Truly Outstanding
5 A m'""U5 and 1 meet a bttle afwater were more
all
your
meat, veg
kn°wing ihe"n? SatUrday night' not
than adequate.
etables and sauces
for dinner
W3S 'USt °Pening
After we finished our soup and
the chef takes the bowl and throws
rice we went to the main course, the
the
food on the grill.
U C3n «-""se
cbose any
}°u
-°u Warn
want''uu, y?
,"
any ram
table
all-you-can-eat bar.
This
grill is huge, just under four
fr'endl
C
ked confused so
y Wlit
You grab a bowl and choose your
feet
in
diameter.
It is in front of the
S took us to a table.
The
m
meats, vegetables and toppings. They
.1J
'c menus
am
. . .,
restaurant
so
people
passing by can
tab'e ton^o
3re sealed into the
have everything ranging from beef to
watch. The chefs I saw were more
is
no
menu ThI ,
waiting for a
pineapples. Instead of choosing one
than plain old cooks. They are artists
all-vo,,
°nlY hems to order are the
or the other I chose all of them. I
carrying on a tradition that has prob
rice andu"—3t b?wl, side dishes like
loaded my bowl so high I thought it
ably been handed down through gen
Up 3nd drinksWenrH
was going to fall over.
erations.
e ordered all-you-can-eat bowls,
The hardest part is choosing the
The way they cook is an art and
'Qcificon staff writer

mm

^

it is a pleasure to watch them. They
walk around the circular flat grill
moving the food around with two
long sticks cooking it evenly as they
proceed. When the food is done cook
ing they somehow flip it in the air
and catch it all without losing a
noodle.
1 he people clap and are amazed
at the speed and skill of the master
chiefs.
I had three bowls, which I regret
ted eating because it was to much
food. I just wanted to try new sauces
and watch them cook.
After we were all full, we paid the
bill and left. As we turned the corner
we couldn't help looking at the chief
work his magic on the BBQ grill.
The food and service were good. I
have no problem with a return visit.
The prices are reasonable, the people
are friendly and the food is extremely
delicious. I recommend this restau
rant.

if

Movie review

'Generations' a must-see for Trekkies,
optional for the rest of the audience
JASON LAUBOROUGH
Pacifican staff writer
As a fan of the Star Trek phenom
enon, the decision to watch "Star Trek
Generations" was automatic. While I
don't follow Star Trek with the obses
sion of some fans, I still love watch
ing the movies and the Next Genera
tion series. For those who don't nec
essarily pursue an interest in the hap
penings of the various incarnations
of the U.S.S. Enterprise, however, the
choice is not quite as obvious.
"Generations" is a transition film.
Its purpose is to tie off the loose ends
of the first six movies and prepare
America for the next six. It serves
much the same purpose as "Back to
the Future II" and "The Empire Strikes
Back," in that it is certain to not be
the final film in the series. While not
of the epic quality of "Empire," and
definitely not the greatest of the "Star
Trek" movies, it is not a bad film.
"Generations" opens on board
the bridge of the NCC-1701-B, the
third Enterprise, built after the de
commissioning of the prior Enterprise
in "Star Irek VI." Captain James T.
Kirk, Montgomery "Scotty" Scott, and
Pavel Chekov (William Shatner,
James Doohan, and Walter Koenig)
come on board as guests of Starfleet
on the maiden voyage of the new
ship. While taking the guests (and the
media) on a "quick spin around the
r,
onuuiti una rarncK Stewart get
rave reviews for their portrayals of captains in "Star Trek: Generations."
block" (a short trip around Pluto), the
(File
Enterprise receives a distress call from
of humor, pushes Dr. Beverly Crusher
two ships trapped in an energy dis
sessed, and devises a way to get back
and not just a pale-skinned a
(Gates McFadden) overboard. The
tortion. Under a bit of influence from
to it. Unfortunately, this process in
not easy to discern.
not-quite-laughing reaction from his
the media and Kirk, captain of the
volves destroying stars and the sur
However, nobody will eve
crewinates leads him to later install
Enterprise-B (Alan Ruck of "Speed and
rounding systems, usually killing mil
an emotions chip.
that the main attraction of asci
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off") decides to
lions of people.
is the acting. In "Generations,
The emotions chip that Data in
investigate. In true Star Trek fashion,
Naturally, Captain Jean-Luc
any high-budget film, the mai
stalls provides much of the comic re
the Enterprise becomes entangled in
Picard (Patrick Stewart) and the rest
is often the special effects. Wh
lief that is famous among the Star
the same distortion as the ships. Kirk
of the Enterprise crew attempt to stop
acting quality of the new crew
Trek movies. Data's struggling with
helps to save the ship, but in doing
him. It results in Picard's being trans
ily better than the old one (St<
his
emotions
did
for
this
film
what
so is apparently killed.
ported to a desert planet, where he
Shakespearean training shine:
Spock's logical comments did in the
The film now shifts forward 78
attempts
to foil Dr. Soran's plans, first
first six. In fact, the only uncouth
pared to Shatner's overdone sc
years to the crew of the NCC-1701-E,
by himself and later with the help of
the weak development Ieav
word
in
the
entire
movie
is
emitted
the "Next Generation" edition. The
Kirk.
^
from Data's mouth.
viewer to be amazed by the i
first time we see the new crew, they
The movie does a decent job of
effects.
And this movie has soffl1
The
remainder
of
the
movie
re
are in the holodeck (for the uniniti
telling the story. The story line, while
volves around the pursuits of Dr
tacular effects, from implodini
ated, a large room that produces
not excellent, is comparable to an
Soran (Malcom McDowell) a 300to the "stellar cartography" sect
highly realistic, computer generated
episode of "The Next Generation."
year-old humanoid genius-madman
the Enterprise, where Picard ant
images, a kind of walk-in virtual-real
Unfortunately, most people don't
who
was
saved
from
the
ships
trapped
are
surrounded by charts of ti1
ity closet), on a 18th century sailing
want to pay $7.50 to watch a televi
in
the
energy
distortion.
Incidentally
axy.
However, many of the effe<
ship. The purpose of the scene is a
sion episode. It doesn't quite have the
the
energy
distortion
(actually
an
en
too
short-lived.
promotion exercise for Lt. Worf
epic qualities of some of the previous
ergy ribbon that orbits the galaxy ev
Basically, "Star Trek Genera
(Michael Dorn), the sole Klingon
movies In addition, little attention
ery
39
years)
is
the
gate
to
a
place
must
be seen if you have eve
member of Starfleet. (Again, for the
c haracter development, so
where an individual's dreams come
H
f
slightest interest in the Star TP
non-trekkie, the Klingons and the
only those familiar with the series will
true. Soran experienced the "nexus"
ries. But if you are just interes^
Federation made peace shortly after
tor
a
short
moment
before
being
standard science-fiction fare,
isTrif R3t Deanna Troi (Marina Sirtis)
Star Trek VI.) This scene, while rather
! half-Betazoid and can read emopulled from it by the Enterprise-B's
wait until this one comes out i
pointless in the grand scheme of the
transporter beam. (It is this same
f;;s'0,r what that thing on Lt.
ond release or video.
.
film, is fun. Lt. Cmdr. Data (Brent
86'5 (LeVar Burt°n,
If you do decide to see it,1 ^
Spiner), investigating the properties
X
US
haS
Ca
tain
^Readin
O
K
Kir k for
fnr 78
P obKirk
78 years.) He becomes
make sure you do your ho ^
Even th 8r
,b°W'" "Roots"> face is.
Even the fact that Data is an android
and watch a few nights of the
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World Music: An exciting, expanding genre
JOEL SCHWITZER
SCHWITZER
JOEL
Pacifican staff writer

track is
track
is further
further hitthlhrhterf
highlighted by backup
pleasures..."
singers who quote the Bob Dylan das
In recent years, world music has
While Real World is certainly
sic Knockin' at Heaven's Door" as
begun to enjoy a renaissance of sorts.
on
the
leading edge of this trend,
the song fades out.
World music sections in stores are
there are other great world music re
This album is a wonderful intro
i larger then ever. Western musicians
leases that should be sampled.
duction to what Real World has to
[ are doing projects with musicians
Messidor is a label devoted to releas
offer, and can be used as a guide to
from many varied cultures. Many
ing South American music, and their
making world music purchases. There
universities, including UOP, offer
compilation "United Rhythms of
are many great releases not featured
course work in this fascinating area.
Messidor" is a nice place to start for
on this album; I
What has sparked this new inter
an overview of
have never been
est? It's hard to say. In 1986 Paul
what is available.
disappointed by a
Simon released his milestone album
The album
Real World re
"Graceland," which featured the
opens with the
lease, the quality
backing of African vocal group
sounds of Mario
of this body of
ladysmith Black Mambazo. He again
Bauza'
and the
work is simply un
dipped into another culture for his
Afro-Cuban Jazz
impeachable.
next project, 1990's Brazilian-influ
Orchestra per
On "Music at
enced "Rhythm of the Saints." In
forming
their
Matt Molloy's,"
1989, former Talking Head David
"Tanga
Suite."
the renowned
Byrne came out with "Rei Momo," an
Bauza is best
Irish musician
known
for his
album of South American influenced
places
micro
pieces.
work
with
Ameri
phones through
can
legend,
trum
The same year, Peter Gabriel
out his pub to
peter
Dizzy
scored the Martin Scorcese film "The
provide record
Gillespie. The
Last Temptation of Christ." This
ings of authentic
Tanga
is per
project used authentic Middle East
traditional Irish
formed in two
ern tunes in new ways to an amazing
music. Jigs, reels
Sierrn Leone native S.E. Ro$it
parts. The first
effect. In addition, this project di
and ballads are all
section sounds
rectly led to Gabriel's founding of the
played in the at
like it could have
Real World label, leading to a rash of
mosphere in which they were meant
come from one of Erank Zappa's or
world music releases that leave the
to be heard.
chestral works; the second is more
purchaser with many eclectic types of
S I - Kogie shows why he is known
like
traditional Cuban jazz.
music from which to choose.
as the "Golden Voice of Sierra Leone"
After
spending ten years backing
A good place for the uninitiated
on his album "Dead Men Don't
Ruben
Blades,
Seis del Solar struck out
Rstener to start is the compilation "A
Smoke Marijuana." 68-year-old Rogie
on their own, creating a sound that
Week or Two in the Real World." Evplays what is known as "African
at times takes aspects of American
er> year, internationally established
palm-wine music." The album is
jazz and weaves them into Latin
Whists like Gabriel, Van Morrison,
highlighted by a subtle accompani
rhythms.
P,"
O'Connnor, Pol Brennan of
ment of double bass, percussion, elec
On their album "Talking
. tarmad, and World Party's Karl
tric bass, and keyboards. These songs
liinbuktu,"
Ali Earka Toure and Ry
<ulinger come together with musi
tell—usually in Rogie's native
Cooder
show
an example of another
cs from China, Barbados, Gertongue—of ordinary people and
trend in world music today: western
any, Jamaica, Ireland, Mozambique
"their joys, sorrows, pleasures and dismusicians playing with musicians
t0 converKc on the Real
Worm

tnglind

'OS ^

Wiltshire V;ilk'y-

m„..!h'S diverse group of musicians
jam S
record new material, hold
for ^tssions' andnproduce
material
Sa
thc liBC

°

-

y*

mno • '
meeting place where
in ,n^anS 3nd techno'ogists can drop
W°rk together, without the
barri
arK
ness
* 'lass'es
the music busiRlom,!8'lli8ht5 of this amazing conMorri/^
°f ta,ent include Van
n
3nd
the Hohnes Brothers
Perff>r °
3
stirr
Cook
'ng version of Sam
Dube's «w3t S Where U's At'" Lucky
3nd Crime'" and the
P°'yrhvth
Fasn „ythmic sound of the Burkina
•ncluS0"15 Faraf'na in a piece that
ljn a ,s a|wooden flute, African viounin,, .anting, with several other
^instruments.
Who p , ^is a s°uth African musician
\larw °rms reggae of which Bob
u°uld have been proud. This
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Gift Baskets
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Corporal* Gifts
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Naughty and Nios
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Gourmet Foods
Custom Designs - A Specialty
Free Local Delivery

• Stay Home

209-474-8415
Lis Dyer - Owner

Stockton, California
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• Make Money
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in thcfirot 90 dayo,
e3 made $5,200
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No charge for
office visits and x-rays
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and your teeth!
Enroll Now!

Call for brochure
(800) 655-3225

from other cultures, each influencing
each other and the finished product
in the process. Cooder, an amazing,
if not household, name in American
music, is best remembered for his al
bums "Chicken Skin Music," and
"Into the Purple Valley," and his work
on soundtracks for several movies,
including "Crossroads," and "Paris
Texas."
Also sitting in on the session are
blues great Clarence "Gatemouth"
Brown, bassist John Patitucci, and
drumming legend Jim Keltner (this
man played on practically half of the
albums recorded during the seven
ties). The instrumentation is a won
derful mix of guitars, mandolin,
viola, bass, and African instruments
such as the mbira, calabash and con
gas.
What makes this work especially
interesting is that, at times, American
musicians are playing the African in
struments. On "Ai Du," this intercuitural mix of players and instruments
combine traditional American blues
patterns with Ioure's soulful singing
in Songhai, one of four languages he
sings in on the album. Each listening
to this disc provides a different expe
rience. The more familiar you be
come with it, the easier it is to pick
out the varied instruments, and to
hear aspects of both Western and Af
rican musical styles.
World music is a refreshing
change from the sounds we are ac
customed to hearing on the radio.
Listening to it can offer perspective
on another culture in way other than
just reading about it.
I hanks to Professor Shannon
Dudley for his help in giving back
ground on the l^itin American artists.
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ARTS &
Pregnant Arnold and 'Miracle' SantaClaus
amuse movie-going audienc
adddlon JLma
i

n

—

—

^

«

JASON MCFAUL
Pacifican staff writer
If you were to take away the "Ter
minator" series, "Predator," "Irue
Lies," etc., then "Junior," Arnold
Schwarzenegger's newest film,
wouldn't be nearly as humorous. But
the fact remains that these movies
were produced, and Arnold became
quite the macho manly man of all
men. As a result, when he states, "My
nipples are very sensitive," I couldn't
help but let out a bellow of a laugh.
This movie also stars Danny
DeVito who, if you remember from
"Twins," was extremely successful in
extracting laughs from the audience
as Arnold's sidekick .
Also starring limma Thompson,
and directed by Ivan Reitman (the
"Ghostbusters" guy), "Junior" proved
its entertainment value and, more
importantly, it was worth the $6.50.
Now I must admit, when 1 first
saw the previews for this movie I
thought,
"Hmmm,
Arnold
Schwarzenegger is pregnant—inter
esting concept." Then I thought,
"Well, if this movie is just a comedy,
then it won't be very good—if it's just
a drama, then it'll be boring."
I'm happy to say that this movie
combined the best of both genres. It
was funny, but at the same time there
was good acting, and the movie was
inspirational. I would never encour
age an "Action Hero" like Sylvester
Stallone to play comedic roles in
movies, but because of "Twins," "Kin-

Richard Attcnborowih and Mara Wilson star in a remake of the Christmas L lassie
_ ...
. ..
U , , Michael
» / . V / m / i J P.
I ) Weinstcin
U/fl/ncfeiil
Photo by
"Miracle on 34th Street."
dergarten Cop," and now "Junior," I
would pay to see Arnold in a comedy
or an action any day of the week and
twice on Sundays.
Although many people criticize
his ability to act convincingly, I
found "Junior" to be quite entertain
ing. It's not a "Must-See," but if you
get a chance, it'll be worth your time.

I never saw the original, but the
remake of "Miracle On 34th Street"
was a great movie. There is actually
only one reason I went to see this
movie: John Hughes. He's the guy
who made "Some Kind Of Wonder
ful," "The Breakfast Club," "Sixteen
Candles," etc. On a hunch, I assumed
that this movie would be a great new

C H A O S by Bfian Shuster

CHAOS

. admit. I had the cat pegged all wrong I mean, he
really went out of his way to slip this file to us .. ."

"Oh, I think I see the problem here. When
seven, I meant an elephant-seven ."

by Bean Shuster

said size

A

addition to his film
1 n i i r r « r » l i•
ments—I
was right.
I thought this film moved «
rather slowly, but the person win p.m
didn't agree. She thought it mr
along at a nice pace, and that •dear'
impression of leisurely, lagging playing
development is really just my Rpcmral impatience that arises when
aren't any explosions or gun
Yes, I guess that is a point w World i
should be made. This is not an •Hie Q
film. It is a nice, cute, jolly light V
Christmas movie about Santa gin. Si
and believers versus non-believi |i.in.Sh
I didn't cry in this movie,but Auditoi
heard of many who have. It's vocktr
"tear-jerker," but inspirational ,1987
combined with music can forcea
or at least a bright eye from
most cynical Grinch-like non-1
ers. And yes, I must confess t
times my eyes were a bit glassy,
at others I found myself smiling
was eating a banana sideways. .Ol'l
In my opinion, this movie I janhli
slow—but fun to watch. The pre Mia
tions for the film state, "Dont k p.m
up on anyone—miracles happen
ery day." Well, for a guaran •(lea
miracle, some laughs, and mad I playir
few tears, see "Miracle On! lSpi
Street." It won't disappoint you.

AMC

continued from page 8

know what else to call it
AMC's last album was, Vudis
"the opposite of pop—impene
weird, aggressive in a funny wayUpon completion of "San ra
the band delivered the album ^
record company and said,
made a pop album. Do youlj ,
now?' and they said, 'It s grea, |l'n
not a pop album.'"
(
The band's audience
,Vu<&
harder to peg. According to
sampling would include nu
farmers, kids in junior high jj|
rockers, and two seventy*®
British gents who askea
\
graphs after AMC played »»
radio station. "It alway^ort
myhearttoseethebreadth H
dience," Vudi says.
_ me <4
As for breaking int0 .
stream, the guitarist
to
what skeptical. "Wed
,
course, but we're pr°.jd
...clever enough to make i
$
wiley and crafty. We've a
to play true to our feehng_
For the time being-T ,01
company is marketingthe tjve
A, or Adult Album Alte/fcbisl
matted radio stations, wr
j
says Vudi, because tha

s CALENDAR
Thursday
Dec. 1

Monday
Dec. 5

ON CAMPUS
Lnguage Tables. Japanese,
TIKh n Spanish, 5 p.m. ChiUe, German N Russian. 6
fni. Bechtel Center.
kar and Present Danger"
^aving at McCaffrey Theater,
jnn.
OilCAMPUS
fcirkl AIDS Day. On display
I he Quilt," 9 a.m. Candle
lit March and Vigil, 5:20
[in. Sjx'tial performances, 7
(in. Stockton Memorial Civic
jmlitorium, 525 N. Center St.,
nekton, l-'or more info. 942?87

Friday
Dec. 2
ON CAMPUS
•oi* Symphonic Wind l.nlmble. I ric Hammer, conduc|r• I.iye Spanos Concert llall,
Bit".
j lear and Present Danger"
jaying at McCaffrey Theater,
jp.nt.

Saturday
Dec. 3
ON CAMPUS
'ear and Present Danger"
pyng at McCaffrey Theater
p.m.
HOVti SPOR TS
r" s Ice Hockey vs. UC
2's' (Mk ''ark Ice Arena.
IS p.m.
IK.TR

Sunday
Dec. 4
ON CAMPUS
. ;jr and Present Danger"
£7* McCaffrey Theater,

"',l "f ' ighls and Carols
begins at 5.20p.m.
j ' l( Cl1t Atchley's home
proceed to the
lnK a candle, lolH,'p;
f><h,f the ceremony hot
i II c"and cookies will be

""nvr ||''||l)r'Ck'

ON CAMPUS
"Surprise"
playing
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.

Anderson Y. 6 p.m.

l)t

ASUOP Senate meeting. Open
to all students. McCaffrey Ou
ter Conference Room. 9 p.m.

Tuesday
Dec. 6
ON CAMPUS
Associated Students of the
School of Education general
meeting. School of Education
room 205. 1 p.m.
HIV Confidential Testing. Tree.
Cowell Health Center. 6 p.m.
Cultural Awareness and UP
BEAT presents, "Christmas
Around the World." Come
and get a glimpse into the
ways various cultures celebrate
this festive holiday. Bechtel
Center. 7 p.m.
Pacific Brass Ensembles. I'aye
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
"Surprise"
playing
at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.
Public Relations Student Soci
ety of America meeting.
Knoles Hall 210. 9 p.m.

TICFR HOME SPOR TS
Women's basketball vs. Sacra
mento St. Spanos ('enter, 7:20
p.m.
\

onCAMPUS
Came Night. Enjoy a game of
cards. Scrabble, chess, Trivial
Pursuit, backgammon or
checkers. Barnes & Noble
Bookstore, Stockton. 6 p.m.

Wednesday
Dec. 7
ON CAMPUS
Student I ife Committee Meet
ing. McCaffrey Center Con
ference Room. 8:20 a.m.
IIIV(.onlidcntial Testing. Tree.
Cowell Health Center. 9 a.m.

Room in

finance Committee Meeting.
Regents Dining Room I p.m.
Cay Student Union meeting.

I ecture. "Relaxation/Massage
Therapy." Team how to relax
during finals. Tree massages,
Bechtel Center at 7 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Chess Night. BlackwaterCafe,
912 N. Yosemite Ave., Stcxkton. 6 p.m.

Thursday
Dec. 8
ON CAMPUS
l anguage Tables. Japanese,
French N Spanish, 5 p.m. Chinese, Herman N Russian. 6
p.m. Bechtel Center.
"Color of Night" playing at
McCaffrey, 8 p.m.

WVCEW

I

II

Clara Fairgrounds. Noon. To
day and tomorrow. For more
info., (708) 8244)052.

stall are encouraged In parti< ipate. Sunken Field, f p.m. I verv Sunday.

If:

M on da y
Dec. 12

1

Sunday
Dec. 1 1
ON CAMPUS
I he Ultimate Frisbee Club.
Have fun and play ultimate
Irislx'e with us. Faculty and

ON ( WIPUS
ASl 'OP Senate meeting. ()(vn
toall students. Met all rev ( en
ter (.onlerence Room. 9 p.m.

JM-I No . s
TIP NO.

It's the
night before
\ the big exam.1
You Ve got 400
pages to go.
Better call
Domino's.
*U U

Friday
Dec. 9
ON CAMPUS
Music. Christmas (.'horal (:«>nccrt. "Christmas at the Cathe
dral" sung by Oriana Choir,
Pacific Singers, N University
Chorus." Edward Cetto, con
ductor. Cathedral of the An
nunciation, Stockton. 8 p.m.

N I
|(I

|

"Color of Night" playing at
McCaffrey, 8 p.m.

Saturday
Dec. 1 0
OFF CAMPUS
Cireat American Train Show.
Over |(),(XX) model trains, op
erating railroads, and railroad
antiques. $5/adults. Santa

Wanfaneraiflisled
in The Calendar?

IT'S Free!

I low to make
tile must (>l a
VI KY «|tin k •.tucJy
bleak 1. Suddenly

i

y. u ie attacked by the Screaming Munchies 2. Pick-up
b>i cii.'lie. call Dolluiiu's
3 Qider. 4. We'll deliver
y o u r H o t . I r c i.h pizza light tu you 5. Devour pizza
(CAUI ION It you Int the books too soon after eating, you
could gel head cramps)
UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC STUDENT SPECIALS

SM A L L

P I Z 2LA * # _~™
1 -TOI'PINC.
»

99
• */•«

+TAX
• I WITH 1 TOPPING •
"•
•

-- <

3 0 SPECTACULAR
SLICES
FREE DELIVERY
< »MJ* l« > «. A) if » «

•
'

mass

MEDIUM PIZZA
"I -TOPPING
I

TWO

PIZZAS

I TOPPING

$099
•

I

%

«

£JT

99

Two P I Z Z A S
• IC..II.l u
V ~ / 99
; _ ..
»?*
'Crl

—"

$ C99

Call Tanisha
af 946-2115.

•K

^

. TAX

•«>4lur<«A«VP.(»«y

SI

%

r#4f

t
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Advice for women athletes
Question: 1 am a female, and af
ter exercising, either walking or
aerobics, I have noticed bleeding
when 1 go to the bathroom. I have
also noticed an increase in vaginal
discharge. 1 am concerned. Do 1 have
anything to worry about?
Answer: It is important to differ
entiate whether the bleeding is com
ing from the vagina, the urine, or the
rectum. In some runners, an intense
performance may be accompanied by
severe abdominal pain with bloody
diarrhea, often with large quantities
of red, maroon, or clotted blood. The
reason for this condition is not well
understood, but appears more com
mon in strenuous or competitive run
ning. Runners should have plenty of

WHATS UP DOC?
Dr. Sarah Crimes
fluids and a critical balance of fiber
in their diet to prevent bleeding from
the stomach and the bowel.
Studies have shown that strenu
ous exercise may also cause the ap
pearance of protein, blood (red blood
cells), and white blood cells in urine.
These cells appear to originate from
the kidneys. The cells disappear after
the athlete rests for a day or two.
Additional studies have shown
that runners, both male and female,
may bruise their bladders. This may
cause bloody urine and clots. These
symptoms are benign and disappear
with a few days of rest.

I am not aware of a syndrome of
vaginal bleeding directly associated
with exercising. One exception might
be prolonged bicycle riding which
produces trauma and abrasions to the
outer part of the vagina. The combi
nation of intermittent vaginal bleed
ing with or without discharge might
represent infection, pregnancy, or
some other hormonal change (start
ing oral contraceptives) or abnormali
ties. Often discharge may be foul
smelling and again may represent in
fection. Sexually active women are
strongly advised not to douche as this
may cause an infection to spread
through the cervix and higher into
the genital tract.

Top Ten
Lies Hear
at UOP
10. It's a dry campus
9.

You can never find
a party.

8.

Classes don't start
before noon.

7.

jagermeister
never heard of it

6.

I'm a virgin.

5.

I
h a v e never
missed a class.

Juvenile justice honors UOP student
1 here's another reason for UOP to
TAKE IT TO THE STREET
be thankful. UOP student and Ander
son Y Center volunteer Vuthy Prum
Kumpira Khieu
received the San Joaquin County Ju
venile Justice Commission award for
hours per week in this capacity, he has
Outstanding Youth Service" at its
conducted community assessments,
"•cent annual awards banquet.
worked in the in-office school pro
Among the dignitaries honoring
gram and served as a tutor and bas
Prum were Judge John Cruikshank
ketball coach.
and Stockton Unified School District
In addition, Prum supervises CYA
Superintendent, Gary McHenry.
parolee clean up crews along with
Prum, a junior and graduate of
making special field trips for recre
.'okay High School in Lodi, is major
ational activities that reward wards
ing in Sociology and Criminology.
(those who are living at the CYA) for
Prum received the honor for his
meeting their responsibilities Ac
dedication to working with young
cording to UOP Sociology Professor,
people. In February, 1993, Prum vol
I r. John Phillips, "His participation
unteered to serve with the Stockton
in these activities allows the develop
parole unit of the California Youth
ment of a number of one-on-one
Authority (CYA). During his 12 to 20
counseling
^ relationships which
wiucil pro
JJH>-

vide a positive influence on individu
als who might not succeed other
wise."
1 rum s coaching and positive role
modeling is also shared with the
Anderson Y Center's Partners In Edu
cation Program. His successful ath-.
letic endeavors and his academic
achievements serve as a beacon in
helping youth who want to turn their
lives around.
Supervising CYA parole agent Bob
Ekstrom summarized Prum's success
ful endeavors: "Vuthy has provided
invaluable services to our parole unit
and the young men and women on
our caseload. It is the Stockton Parole
Unit's hope and belief that such in
tervention can make a difference in

Members of the
opposite sex are
not allowed in my
room.
3.

Two different types of computers
therorriotvonrmmnMw:.
Whether
or not your computer is
an IBM or a Macintosh, perhaps even
an Amiga or NEXT machine, I still
t lassify them into two groups. When
considering the purchase of a new
computer, it is helpful to decide
which of the two classifications fit
your needs.
Computers can fit into two cat
egories: glorified typewriters and ev
erything else.
A glorified typewriter is typicallv
an older, possibly discontinued ma
chine. An easy way to classify such a
machine is by identifying its proces
sor, or the part of the computer that
determines the speed and abilities of
your machine.
Glorified typewriters in the
Macintosh arena have the 68000
Motorola processor. In English a
Macintosh Plus, SE, and Classic. I
would also include the Classic II. All

OIIFCTirtMc rnn -r.
QUESTIONS
FOR THE
TECHNOLOGICALLY
CHALLENGED

MacLean Flood
of these machines are limited to black
graphics and are onjy suit.
able for document and database
preparation.
callvBhM 8'^ificd typewriters typi
cally have the 8088, or 286 procesbuilt
I would classify IBM 38b an,i
Macintosh Motorola 68020 (LC II
Macintosh ,1, compuu,rs as ^

T

w * technically it requires a
Jxmn
°r 3 Macint°sh Motorola
u!n processor °r better to run, as
as a massive chunk of computer
memory.
IHv

It is important when purchasing
a machine that you don't buy too
donCT °!

Naturally everything else is tvni
cally color and capable of running a
rudimentary game, as well as tunc
Honing as a typewriter. These ma
chines should also be capable ot run'
ning some more advanced painting/

It's my BMW.
1.

drawing and page layout programs.
Be forewarned, however, that
software giant Microsoft's new ver
sion of Word, a word processing
staple is requiring more and more
juice. I his version will not run on any
of the machines I classified as glori
fied dinosaurs (except the Macintosh

a COmPuter< or

too less. I

chaseI?5 3dViSe pe°P'e to purbest computer they can get
"
with their budget. It would be analo-

SeV" fmC cases to Purchasing a
3 simPle commute. The
richf
there
^our needs is out
cnere at the right price.

just say no.

I know where the
Library is.

Wrife pr own
top ten list!
Or help me
with the subject
Send prnomei
ideas to the Pacific'1
Compiled bq flndij

Question of the u/fPfr

What is the role of
ASUOP on campus?

iflfn [lie archives of
iePac(

A N N - M A R I E COOK
Film/Political Science,
Sophomore
"To represent students in the
governing of the campus. It
allows the people most ef
fected by the rules to have a
voice in making them."

1 year ago (Dec. 2 1993) Adce appears on time management,
oting the importance of taking ocsional stress relieving breaks from
udies.
5 years ago (Nov. 16, 1989)1
raphic "monument" to victims ofl
IDS erected in McCaffrey Center,
igering some students. Sign across I
cCaffrey in red paint reads: "AIDS|
lis."...Ethnic imbalance plagues I
any areas of the University. Notf
rough integration seen at UOP.

f

10 years ago (Nov. 29, 1984)1
31' bids farewell to Dr. Alan Mikels,
15 year veteran of the communica>n department and an advocate ofl
e public relations track...Residentf
sistants are both friends and counlors to students...Following a disap'inting basketball season of 3-27,
e addition of four key players pro-1
ded a brighter outlook for the '84- f
5 season. Those players were: Rich
iema Brent Counts, Andy Franklin,
1
"I Kyle Pepple.
35 years ago (Dec. 4, 1959)
>rmer UOP president Tully C. Knoles
,ed unexpectedly of a heart ailment
"C0P water Pol° squad
the junior Pacific Athletic AssogP Championship Tournament.
, "as their first win ever.

50 years ago (Dec. 1, 1944)
Ive.i r.Sattend Pasadena meet. Re-w," he government should enact
uitrat'°n Provic!e for compulsoryf
°"for ^e settlement of ineth h ?'Sputes after voluntary
-'Hgers beat the|
14"6 on Thanksgivg Day

JAMIE PROKOP
Sport Management,
Junior
" ' hey are supposed to plan ac
tivities, get students involved
and make sure that the stu
dents are represented in Uni
versity decisions."

I

SHAWN WINDLE
Business, Junior
"To allocate funds to student or
ganizations. The student govern
ment does very little because
they have little or no authority
to do anything major."

M A R C FERRARI
Chemical Engineering,
Sophomore
"It brings us events. The stu
dent government watches
over the school to see what
they do, and questions them
in their decisions."

STEPHEN BAUM
Music Mgmt, Junior
"To create and inform students of
various activities on campus. The
student government is a joke. I
think that only 20% of the stu
dents care when it comes to elec
tions."

MONEY, MAJORS, AND MORE
Burton jay Nadler, Career Services

What can someone do with a liberal arts degree?

Many
have
heard
the
acronymous joke "The initials UOP
stands for "University of the Pacific"
and "U Owe Plenty." Ha! Ha! Well,
COP can stand for "College of the
Pacific" and "Calm Our Parents,"
which is my intention -- calming par
ents. If needed, pass it on to Mom or
5
Dec- 4,
4, 19421
Dad.
m.
Whi.t".
1942)
r h/,, ' ,?S° <
etbab
e fj
season begins with
"What can someone do with a lib
rani'rSp
°PP°nents " to be|
eral arts degree" is a question I hear
ggtn,ic k°
legend Amos A.
often from students and, yes, from
s his 53rd years as coach.
parents. As cited in "Liberal ArtsJobs"
70>ears
published by Peterson's Guides and
ag° (Dec ^ ig24) D ,
available in our bookstore (subtle,
eir movp
and his fami'y begin
huh?),
the question reflects two is
lnto
eted i.
Ihe recently comsues.
e
ldent
s
'ee-ar/ ?
' Residence...A
Liberal arts students must bear
e kocV' uy,1b-' Mafy R Hamlin, J
the
burden
of presenting career goals
ason r!
presented as the
to
potential
employers (and to fam
fPartmemenTh f°[ the drama
ily
and
friends).
Additionally, liberal
k'ntofr v_l^
r
and
move
°
"
(
arts majors have to be more respon
hrm torn 3ttire is expected to add
sible than those who major in other
[l
ne upcoming winter festi-1
fields. They must communicate goals
and take appropriate exploratory and
employment-related actions to suc

eCss

CHRISTIE DICKEY
Pre-Law/Social Science,
Sophomore
"To provide students with a place
to voice their opinions and views
(Senate). ASUOP also provides
services to the students through
the UPBEAT Board and the man
agers, such as the Annex and Ti
ger Grocery."

ceed.
It is the response-ability of each
liberal arts major to use the broadbased skills related to research, analy
sis, and communication to respond
to and meet the challenges associated
with goal setting and job search.
Simply, this response-ability in
volves increasing your "career vo
cabulary:" your ability to clearly de
scribe career fields and job functions.
Without getting any deans or depart
ment heads too angry, I want to share
with you (and your parents) the fact
that many English majors become
successful sales representatives, adver
tising and public relations profession
als, and, yes, bankers. Sociology ma
jors complete a few extra courses and
become accountants, or they work
within insurance, retailing, or health
care.
Basically, your major doesn't have
to clearly equate with a career field.
By reading books and conducting in
formation conversations (remember

last week's column?) liberal arts ma
jors can identify potential goals.
Ihrough part time jobs, internships,
or volunteer experiences liberal arts
majors can gain the skills and knowl
edge needed to conduct an effective
post-graduation job search cam
paign.
We at Career Services are very in
terested in seeing more COPstudents.
But you have to take the first steps
across Pacific Avenue to 235 West Sta
dium, the second floor of McConchie
Hall. Our Career Focus program is es
pecially designed for those asking
"What can I do with this major?"
Good luck on finals. Best wishes
to you and your families for a won
derful holiday season and a happy
new year. See you when you return.
Yes, we're open duringJanuary Term!
Burt Nadler has been Director of
Career Services at Pacific since 1990.
He considers himself an experienced
"job search coach," with over 16 years
of experience in career services. Burt
can be reached at 946-2361.
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At $8,395, you 11 have
plenty of money left lor gas.
At 44

pg/eity,

you might not need it.
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Tlie newest Geo. JVLetro , from $8,395.*

jMLetro C o u p e gets an E P A est. JVS.PG of 4 4 in tlie c i t y and 4 9 on t h e highway.
• A. v a r r a n f v c o v e r s M e t r o Irojji one end to the next.
And that s with no dedu. tihle. . . zero. . . none whatsoever.'
• - M e t r o t o m e s w i t h j i r s t •• I i m e b u y e r a s s i s t a n c e . " •

I

* Get to know the newest Gen. Metro. At your Chevrolet/Geo
• Want to know more? G i v e us a c a l l . J -« 0 O - G e t
Ur i

M••••• ."

f : Jg .<. a si ' .
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1994CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED
Mate Wanted: Professional woman

^.xnonsiWe student to share 3 bed"2 within 1 block of U.O.P. Full
' „ including kitchen, laundry, and
j325/mo. + sec. (all utilities paid).
*^42-1226 (leave message).
I

WIFE DESIRE FURN. HOUSE wnO CARETAKE OR RENT, STOCKTON
^VICINITY, |UNE - JULY, AUG. 95,
w SMOKERS, NO CHILDREN OR PETS.
KRLMCES CALL COLLECT (707) 961-

L
Information and
Referral for
California Crime

1465 WEST MARCH LANE
STOCKTON, CA 95207
(209) 952-7286 • 95-BRAVO

Victims
Olson Technology seeks student interested
in assisting with obtaining Winston Cup
sponsorship by calling on prospective spon
sors. Contact Tom Olson at 1-8005451022 or 1-209-357-8939.

T

S

1-800-VICTIMS

77

I

U

K

C

C

I

N
i

it

O

M

A S I X

T R U C C O

n

Indy Electronics seeks Applications Support
Administrator with computer science or
MIS experience. Contact Human Resources
PO Box 2301, Manteca, CA 95336.

L s IJ

N

f)VSvo

Toll-Free

Errin Andrews of California Surveys seeks
10 Mystery Shoppers to survey Burger
Kings in SJ area, and other assingments in
future. Call collect (415) 522-0897.

0

1

1

M A K E U P BY S E B A S T I A N

Victim* of Crime Resource Center

Compleinetary Make-up & Skin
Care lessons given individually

UOP McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue

FOR RENT
4 Rent: 2

bedroom - 1 bath/kitch.,
washer/dryer, fireplace/ female
|r< J325/mo+ Dep., must see! Call 473|S0 or 477-9107.

PART-TIME
JOBS
jduaie assistant position in marketing
promotions available. Some tuition
-ission plus stipend. Co-op/Internship
(xuam - contact |ody Smith at 946-2273.
Is Fargo Guard Services seeks guards,
S/hour, flexible hours. Contact Quinta
'nson, 110 N. San Joaquin, 943-3356.
nc and Linda Wong seek tutor of various
b|pcts for 6th Grader, $10/hour, Mondays
Iter Ipm. Call 477-6624.
rank Tomek seeks intro to Analysis tutor,
10, hour, 1hour/week. Call Home: 95178 pr. Work: 948-7656.
ws Rent-a-Car seeks airport agents, weeknds, $5.50. Contact Brandy or Arlindo at
82-4325.

Dr. Peckham seeks Veterinarian Assistant,
$5.25/hour, Monday, Wednesday, and /or
Friday evenings. Visit 523 W. Harvey Lane,
Lodi for application. Call 369-0231.

Sacramento, CA 95817

Makeup A r t i s t / H a i r s t y l i s t

Sherwood Mall Hallmark seeks Sales/Cash
ier evenings and/or weekends, $4.25/hour.
Contact Janet Ford 957-9048.

Credit

Art Mart seeks Salesperson/Cashier, week
ends $4.50/hour. Visit John Dexter in Quail
Lakes Shopping Center at Quail Lakes/
March Lane, 952-0865.
Golf USA seeks Sales Associate, $5/hour
every other weekend and mornings pre
ferred. visit Ken Preg at Qual Lakes Shop
ping Center at Quail Lakes/March lane,
952-7405.
Pearl Vision Center, Sherwood Mall, seeks
Front Receptionist 4:30-7pm, M-F, $6/
hour. Contact Leticia or Dr. Mason, 9527170.
John Johnson, Certified Financial Analyst,
seeks Research Assistant, flexible hours,
$10/hour, to perform industry and market
research; spreadsheet work, and proofread
reports. Contact John Johnson, 2112
Debbie Lane, Lodi 95242.
For more information visit McConchie Hall

Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brunch

Did You Know...

wlien You

Donate

Plasma Is an essential fluid of life and there is
an on-going need for good quality plasma.
Pla&ma-based medicines s a v e thousands of
lives, some right hero in our community.
Just a few hours of your time each month c a n
help make the difference in someone's life.

Plasma
You Save
Lives

Miles compensates you each time you donate.
Depending on how often you donate, you c a n
receive up to $135 a month!

While

Miles is seeking STUDENTS and others to
help share their good health with people in
need. If you're at least 10 years old and meet
our health requirements you c a n start saving
lives while you earn!

Earning
Money!

For more
informtion call:

246 East Church Street
Stockton, CA 05203
(209) 465-0284

u

MILES

Miles Inc.

iI
I

Notlc*: fMUM dVwvors nrm mut/nat *> morh&tl •e.nwKwng <*/»/ tm&.np f./nr *> uarupftu* "

Now that you are on your own...
You need a famfy DENTIST you can call you*cwn
and get the regular checkLps without havingto
wait until vacations or breaks More importantly, it
win feci just Ske home—or even better. We do:

Innovative Californian & Italian Cuisine

• Cosmetic and General DenSstry

•
•
•
•
•

BtetoNng
Bondro and Potceln Veneers
E,isv and Genite Care
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Most Insurance Accepted

• Fings. Dentures

• OjaomjedCosmWic EvaU^xi
and Treatment

*
*
*k .

ASflJliSS

, c

• Retaxad Asmoshpere

We value good contmunicalion—allconcern*

be rrevosd

Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOTHBRUSH
One Coupon per Person • Mo purchase necessary • Exr

12-1-31

Lester H-. Low, DDS

LINCOLN CENTER

5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2

474-3333

At Yotaits Near CaHotrta Slate Automobile Association

FINE DINING ON THE BRICK WALK

951-3311
- v -

-

.-

i —- » «.»

, • -j > * «i

. .-i

Merrbef: American Denial AssodaScn.
CaSoraa Dental AssodaSon.
San JoaqcinDental Society

-- -n . '<

f i4 / f f i/ i

Call NOW for your preferred appointment

t

? } 44

:
J 5 .5^ ', A 44 ,-*vS
f ***
rr
r' r t / * t f t i i l'iViS*T* Cf' f El* » fx J ' •

Mentier Padfc AiWeac Fourda*A
U0P School of Derteny Aim iAssociakn
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Basketball

Volleyball

continued from page 23

I

m« coca

continued from page 23

the Tigers had difficulty converting
layups and missed half of their 12 free
throw attempts.
But their defense worked.
UOP employed a 2-3 zone which
neutralized Sac State's front lineup
and forced the guards to shoot more
from the outside. The Hornets led for
most of the first half, but Pacific came
back to end the half with the score
deadlocked at 22-22.
In the second half, Pacific con
tained the Hornets' transition game
and was able to go to the free throw
line more. The Tigers connected for
20 points from the charity stripe in
the half while Sac State merely at
tempted 19.
"The foul trouble really hurt, us
because now you've got guys playing'
out of position and you need your,
point guard on the floor in crunch
time, when it's time to win the ball
game. We didn't have that tonight.
We came off our exhibition season
and we threw the ball all over Sacra
mento, and what scares me is we're
not extremely deep at the point guard
position," Sac State Coach Newman
said.
And Pacific's shots were starting

to fall.
The Tigers went from shooting 23
percent in the first half to 54 percent
in the second. Forward Charles Jones
continually slipped inside the right
side of the defense for 11 of his 16
points. Walker also scored 11 points
in the second half while directing the
UOP offense. Jacobsen, who played
the whole 40 minutes, added 14 to
his team-high point total of 21.
The Tigers' next game will be at
UC Berkeley this Saturday.

Big West

continued from page 24
letic Department rests on football.
The W.C.C. and Independent divi
sions seem to lack the appeal the foot
ball program desires. Perhaps the
football program, which accounts for
nearly one-half of the schools sports
budget should request to stay in the
Big West and unite with the W.C.C.
in their other sports.
Economic viability is the name of
the game and finances will determine
just which direction the athletic de
partment will turn.

In the Stanford game, Cardinal out
side hitter Mamie Triefenbach did most
of the damage with 21 kills en route to
claiming the tournament's MVP hon
ors. Freshman Kristin Folkl added 11.
Although UOP setter Sacha
Caldemeyer came away with 26 assists,
the Cardinal held the injured
Johansson to just nine kills. Robyn
Schmitt and Dominique BentonBozman led the team with 10 kills each.
UOP's priority now is to get its play
ers healthy for the NCAA tournament,
which starts this week and will con
tinue until December 17. The Tigers
have earned a first-round bye. As the
fourth seed in the Northwest Reigional,
they will play at the Spanos Center on
Saturday against the winner of a firstround match between Princeton and
UC Santa Barbara.

Cross Count
hosts 5-K ra
The Pacifican

The UOP's women's Cr0«,
try team will host a 5-K race '
Brookside Field on Saturday n
at 9 a.m.
-•••«.
*'.u
Categories for both male,
male include: 13 years old and
14-18 years old; 19-29 years 0i(
39 years old; 40-49 years old !
years
plus
di'
The cost is $12.00 for pre-reej.
participants and includes an n
shirt and a PowerBar. ($5.00 w,
a T-shirt)
The application deadline fo
registered participants is Df
Awards will be given to top o
finishers in each category.
Interested individuals sli
contact the athletic departmen

Ttiis is tfie verq end of (tie Sports secfion.
And pare still reading.
You must really love Sports.

Have p ever considered being a sports writer for The Pacifican?
Contact Geoff or Chris at 946-2115 for details.

you want for Christmas
ifMPiH
•v >»>:

4*)

SONY.
stf i

*

Trinitron
KV-^0M1Q

**£.

• 20" Trinitron Tube
• A/V Window
• Channel Guide
•Sleep Timer
• liarphone Jack >

V

n

SONY.

SONY

Stereo Walkman®
WM-EX103

Telephone

9

•
•
•
'

$29995

IT-B3

• 10 Number Speed
• Redial
• Ringer Volume 0

Mega Bass*
Auto Reverse
Anti-Rolling Mech.
Metal Tape
Auto Volume Liniiter

• WallmbuntaMe

Sale

$3995

$29'5

^dttnan
"-v.

Vi

I V1

-

Bushnell

'

Falcon 7x35
Binoculars
.Wt-

illiBBMtMa

Panasonic
VHS-VCR
PV-2401

with cast' and strap

$2995

1

$19995

181 Channel Cable Compatible Tuner
Digital Auto Tracking
Simple Remote w/Program Director™
1-Month/8-Program Timer

Minute Enlargements
the perfect gift!
Make your
own
etilc^gments
injugf "tl/JKICJ
minutes with
our
Is' « J
r a-v
"
i- "
TV 111
fn
-Pr"tt Fn largrnient Center.
All you need is a favorite 35mm negative
Enlargements start at just $4.95!

—

Gluskin's Cameras Audio Vide
Under the "L" in Lincoln Center (Pacific & Ben Holt, 1.5 miles north oj
Monday-Friday 9:30-6:00, Saturday 9:30-5:30 • 477-5566

«:
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heck it twice...
(Stop

in and see what's naughty or nice

icredible snow pack for
'94-'95 season
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Alpine Meadows: is reporting a machine groomed and skier packed

jt>r base of 59 to 96-inches. Eleven lifts are currently operating. No
.boarding.
Bear Valley: has 54 to 56-inches of machine groomed and skier

|powder. Nine lifts ate in operation servicing 70 percent of the mounIhe Grizzly Bowl is not open. Bear Valley offers more than 1,280
ible acres, 60 trails, 30 percent beginner, 40 percent intermediate and 30
vent advanced.
Badger Pass, located in scenic Yosemite, is open with 66.5-inches
machine groomed and skier packed powder. Badger is operating all lifts
100 percent of the terrain is open.
Boreal received 36-inches of new snow from last weekend's storm
rcasing their base to a generous 75 to 90-inches of groomed and fresh
yder. Six lifts are operating servicing 90 percent of the terrain. Boreal's
ssic Snowboard Park is 100 percent open. I'wo lifts are operating for
:
hi skiing.
Dodge Ridge is reporting a base of 30 to 36-inches machine groomed
(skier packed powder, in addition to receiving 24-inches from the last
fin. Over the weekend, Dodge was in full operation with 11 lifts and all
sopen. Dodge Ridge offers 550 skiable acres, 20 percent to beginner, 60
Lent intermediate, and 20 percent advance. Dodge Ridge has become
ideal spot for first timer skiers.
Diamond Peak has a machine groomed and skier packed powder
ise of 24 to 50-inches. Eighty percent of the terrain is open with five lifts
m operation. Diamond Peak sports a vertical drop of 1,840 feet and 655
•res of skiable terrain.
^
Donner Ski Ranch is open with six lifts running and a 54 to 72ih base. Donner offers 40 runs on 400 acres.
Heavenly is only accessible from the California side. Eight lifts on
e California side and three lifts on the Nevada side are in operation,
•nenly's base is 36 to 74-iiicheS of machine groomed and skier packed
wder. Heavenly offers a total of 24 lifts (15 in California and 9 in Neda i, 79 runs on over 4,800 acres. Heavenly can also may take pride in its
rtical drop of 3,500 feet. Heavenly is located just minute from South
If Tdhoe's hotel/casinos.
Honrewood will be opening tomorrow with a 42 to 60-inch base.
v'' lifts are expected to service 70 percent of the terrain. Honiewood will
! open only on weekends until December JO. Homevvood has 57 runs on
260 acres of skiable terrain.
Kirkwood has 11 chairs in operation. Cfiair lifts 7 and'9 are not in
ration at this time. Kirkwood's base is 60 to 84-inches with an addiul 36 to 48-inches of fresh powder from last weekend's storm.
Northstar-at-Iahoe offers a college student discount with stu' ID and a Club Vertical electronic frequent skier program. I here are 61
s on 2,000 acres of,skiable terrain, 25 percent to expert and 50 percent
1 Intermediate. Northstar's base is 45 to 64-inches. l ight lifts are operats ond 100 percent of the terrain is open.
5ierra-at- la hoe has eight lifts in operation servicing all 44 runs
J 42 to-78-inch base. The resort received 42-inches of fresh snow from
* weekend's storm.
^quaw Valley is currently operating 18 lifts on a 72
3-inch base of machine groomed and skier
ked powder.

I

''Ugar Bowl is in full operation with
5ngar Bowl's base is 36 to 84-inches
m !>)wder. Theresort offers 1,110 acres
Mable terrain and 58 trails.
L, u * <>e"Donner is open on weekends only
10
I'V'" " ^ '"formation is available on snow
f '"uitjon.
ref'er-

the best estimate of conditions as of Wednesday
i L °°J'^d sij information is available by calling the Sundance
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If you don'! slop your fnend
from Jrivin^drunk, who will?
Do wh-uoxcru takes
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•FRIENDS OONTtFrS

1

•fRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

1

The world's best beer
wears your own label.
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549

Free Classes

DISCOUNT ICE SKATING at the

OAK PARK ICE ARENA
3545 Alvarado Street - Phone 937-7432
Present this coupon for
ONE FREE ADMISSION with one paid
admission during Public Sessions when no
other promotions are in session.
Open Monday, 7:30-9:30 pm; Wednesaay. 3:30-5 30 and 7:30-9:30 pm;
Thursday. 3:30-5:30 pm: Friday. 3:30-5:30 and 8.00-10:00 pm; Saturday. 1.304 00 and 8 00-10:00 pm; and Sunday 1:30-4:00 pm
One coupon per customer.
Expires 12B1/94

A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call

1-800-45-TEACH
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gers falter after winning season opener

photnore shooting guard Adam Jacobsen drives in for a lay-up whilereserve
yrward [on Berger follows at his heels in an exhibition tune-up aeainst the
jiell Si Widmen Knights.
Mn's Volleyhnll

tanford wins Banker's Classic

kific seeded 4 th
Northwest region
" NCAA tourney

A VISAYA
ifican staff writer
7^ #2 volleyball team in the nalooked nervous.
In front of a crowd of 3,363 people
j ^Panos Center, Stanford had
ln
Lsu 15-3, 15-4, 15-1 in the
roun
,
d of the Community Bankers
'• 5 only one night ago. Despite
H.I record, the Cardinal now
tentative and slow in the openii^ar"e
Saturday night's match
11
in the championship
Jjnt

the end of the match, the
had regained its composure
Pacific 3-0, putting a
' intF °K
tigers' momentum go' 0 the post-season national tournent.
na

ich'n ^ We were tight," Stanford
nin °n ^avv ^id of his team's be8 Performance. "We just needed
x a little bit."
rea/i*? ^rst 8ame< Pacific tied the
i. h "1-14, but Stanford got the ball
UOP was called for touching

the net. The Tigers lost the first game
16-14.
The Cardinal took the second game
15-2, after exploiting a disheartened
UOP in the second game and to rattle
off 13 points before the Tigers could
even score.
Pacific regrouped for the third
game, but Stanford survived the come
back to win the game 15-10.
"Whenever you can go and beat a
good team like UOP at their place, it's a
good thing to take with you into the
playoffs," Shaw said. "I think that the
way in which we won was good too,
with having to start off slowly and pull
ing out a close game, having to juggle
the lineup with someone hurt."
Stanford won the match despite an
injury to freshman Lisa Sharpley in the
first game.
But their opponent was far more
impaired in terms of physical health.
UOP's three-time Ail-American
Charlotte Johansson had rolled her left
ankle the night before in the Tigers' win
over New Mexico on Friday. A flu-rid
den Robyn Schmitt left the match af
ter the second game and Addie
Hauschild played with a pulled right
hamstring.
see Volleyball page 20

GINA VISAYA
Pacifican staff writer
After starting off the season with
a 68-59 win over Sacramento State,
UOP's men's basketball team lost a
heartbreaking overtime game to
Santa Clara University Tuesday
night.
Against Santa Clara, UOP
couldn't convert its shots in the first
half. The Broncos were able to con
tain Pacific's transition game, and the
Tigers' shots were frequently altered
by Santa Clara's hounding defense.
The teams went into halftime
with Santa Clara leading 28-18.
Pacific rallied early in the second
half and was able to take a 52-41 lead
with nine minutes left, but the Bron
cos were able to whittle away at the
lead. The game went into overtime
with the score tied at 65-65, and
Broncos held on to win their first
overtime victory in 10 overtime
games.
The Tigers unsuccessfully tried to
shut down Santa Clara point guard
Steve Nash, who was able to tie his
career high.of 29 points. Nash, who
shot either off-balance or with UOP
in his face, still managed to nail
seven three-pointers.
Adam Jacobsen led Pacific with
20 points. Point guard T.J. Walker

had 10 assists to go with seven re
bounds. Vic Trierweiler had 10 points
and Charles Jones contributed 15.
"I'm disappointed in our perfor
mance in the first half. Otherwise we
probably would have won the game
by 10 or 12 points," UOP Coach Bob
Thomason said.
Saturday's contest at Arco Arena
featured the Tigers' backcourt strength
pitted against Sacramento State's in
side power.
Sac State boasted taller and bigger
inside players with 7-1, 296-pound
Aaron Bell and 6-7, 280-pound Adrian
Hillman, but size proved to be a dis
advantage. As the Hornets' guards got
into foul trouble, their cumbersome
big men's lack of ballhandling ability
and speed was no match for smaller,
quicker UOP. Sac State point guard
Mark Hunter eventually fouled out
with seven minutes left in the game.
With the brunt of its strength
coming from its backcourt players,
UOP was led by the tandem of Adam
Jacobsen and T.J. Walker, who com
bined for 33 of the team's points.
Pacific started cold, making eight
turnovers and going 7 for 31 from the
field in the first half. Bothered by the
swarming Hornet defense and physi
cal aggression underneath the basket,
See Basketball, page 20

Ice Hockey

Three wins in a row

MATT KARTOZIAN
Pacifican guest writer
The UOP ice hockey team im
proved its record to 4-4 by defeating
UC Davis 7-2 on November 19.
The Tigers had a problem of start
ing slow in previous games but this
time Jay Covello opened up the scor
ing early in the first period at 12:37.
Pacific's power play unit looked strong
as Covello scored a power play goal at
1:52 of the first to carry a two goal lead
going into the second period.
Pacific scored early again in the
second with a shot from Jed Sims at
13:00. Two minutes later Karl Neuman
beat Davis goalie Jason Dean after hit
ting the crossbar on a breakaway ear
lier in the game.
With a 4-0 lead at the start of the
third period, Pacific's Rich Burnett
scored at 13:59 to seal the victory for
UOP. In the middle of the third, Matt
Kartozian put home a rebound from a
shot from Sims at 7:43. With seven
minutes to play in the game Pacific
thought they could get their first shut
out, but those hopes ended when Pa
cific goalie Joe Kochetta let in a strong
slapshot from the point found its way
through a screen set up by Kartozian.

UC Davis was very aware of
Pacific's physical play and as there
game progressed Davis became in
timidated by the Tiger's hitting
power. In the gnd very few Davis
players would go into corners if
there was a Tiger nearby for fear of
getting hit.
The final score was 7-2 with Pa
cific scoring on seven of 28 shots.
Kochetta made 13 saves during the
game, as the Pacific defense made
things tough for Davis. Sims had
three assists, Burnett and Tony
Deluchi had two assists each, and
Kyle Ryan, F.ric Hauge, Karl
Neuman all had on in the Nov. 19
match.
The Tigers look to extend their
winning streak to four as they play
their last game of the semester this
Saturday, Dec. 3 against UC Davis
at 10:15 p.m. at the Oak Park Arena.
The UOP ice hockey team will
be sponsoring "Public Safety Night"
for its game against UC Davis. All
Public Safety employees will be ad
mitted free of charge upon presen
tation of a badge of similar identi
fication.
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The Big West shuffle:
Will UOP stay?
GEOFF GOODMAN
Sports Editor
Athletics are always evolving in
every respect. This theory applies in
the professional as well as college
ranks. The Big West Conference,
which has accommodated UOP since
1969, is currently in a state of flux.
Long-time division foes Univer
sity of Nevada-Las Vegas and San Jose
State University are on their way out
of the Big West to seek greater presitige in the Western Athletic Confer
ence. To compensate, the Big West
expects to add Boise State, University
of Idaho, Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
and North Texas to offset the loss of
the Runnin' Rebels and Spartans.
A Big West review panel will make
a final decision on which schools will
be invited to join the division.
"We consider the schools' goals,
mission statement, budget reviews
and attendance," said UOP Athletic
Director Bob Lee, who served on the
league expansion committee.

NEN BIG NEST:
Who's in. Who's Out
Who's in: Boise State, Idaho, North
Texas State, Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo
Who's out: San Jose State, Ne
vada-Las Vegas
Football: University of the Pacific,
Nevada, New Mexico State, Utah
State, Arkansas State, Southwestern
Louisiana, Louisiana Tech, Northern
Illinois, Boise Slate, Idaho, North
Texas State (still pending)
Volleyball: Western Division: Uni
versity of the Pacific, Cal Poly-San
Luis Obispo, UC-Santa Barbara,
Long Beach State, Fullerton State,
UC-lrvine Eastern Division: Boise
State, Nevada, Utah State, New
Mexico State, Idaho, North Texas
State.

Big West Commissioner Dennis
Farrell said North Texas is the only
school of the four that has yet to ten
tatively accept the invitation.
The restructured format would
work like this:
The Big West will establish two
six-team divisions in men's basketball
and women's volleyball, with teams
playing intradivisional opponents
two times and interdivisional schools
once. UOP will be part of the West
ern division with Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo, University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara, Long Beach State, UC
Irvine and Fullerton State.
The Eastern division will com
prise Idaho, Boise State, Nevada, Utah
State, New Mexico State and North
Texas.
Under this format, the schools
will participate in a 16-game league
schedule, which because of the group
ings should help keep travel costs to
a minimum.
One question looms for UOP's
athletic department: Will the revised
Big West groupings benefit UOP?
Should UOP stay in the Big West
or should they join the ranks of
Loyola Marymount, Pepperdine and
company in the West Coast Confer
ence?
"With a move to the W.C.C, Pa
cific would pick up at the low end and
lose at the high end," said UOP Sports
Information Director Kevin Messen
ger.
"With U.N.L.V and S.J.S.U exit
ing, many of the binding reasons to
stay in the Big West are diminishing,"
he said.
"With W.C.C. basketball, atten
dance may rise. The W.C.C. teams are
local and they'd bring their fans with
them. The offshoots are the atten
dance may decrease for football and
women's volleyball wouldn't have
the same challenges," Messenger said.
If UOP did switch conferences,
the women's volleyball team would
still be able to plan a tough non
league schedule to maintain their
highly regarded national reputation.
A major plus would be that the
UOP's basketball teams would stand
a favorable chance of reaching the
upper echelon in the W.C.C. and by
winning the division the programs
would earn a bid to the NCAA cham
pionships, a feet which has seemed
to elude both clubs.
The biggest determining factor of
the potential restructuring of the Ath-

5ee Big West page 20

Pacific defenders Bill Denny #10, Jami Anderson #7 and feff Kusscll #12 ki.I
hard time containing Spartan tailback Patrick Walsh in a 28-15 loss.

Distracted football team
finishes fourth in Big West
GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer
The 1994 football season pro
duced numerous highs for UOP. The
Tigers earned their first winning sea
son in 17 years, had the potential to
share a portion of the Big West Con
ference championship and defied the
critics who wrote them off early in the
season.
But in the final game of the sea
son, UOP was unable to score when
it needed to as they lost to San Jose
State, 28-15, despite producing more
than twice the offense of the San Jose
State Spartans
Pacific marched inside the Spar
tan 10-yard line three times in the
first half but managed only six points.
San Jose capitalized on Pacific miscues including four passing intercep
tions, three by quarterback Nick Sell
ers.
The Spartans converted when
they needed to and handed the Tigers
a season ending loss in front of only
6,686 spectators at Stagg Stadium.
"It's a bitter defeat," Coach Chuck
Shelton said. "We all knew it could
be a championship game."
But don't blame Sellers. The
backup junior quarterback threw for
403 yards, the eighth-highest total in
school history. Sellers completed 29of-53 pass attempts and his 403 yards
were the highest in the nation for a
Division 1-A quarterback last week.
Sellers connected with Eric Atkins
seven times for 135 yards and hit
Damon Bowers six times for 92 yards.
After a UNLV victory against Ne
vada-Reno that same afternoon, a win
by the Tigers would have given the
program its best conference finish
since they joined the Big West in

1969. But it was not to be. I
Saturday's loss dropped Pacific fr<
a first-place fie to fourth to closet
the season.
In retrospect, the Tigers seeme
bit unprepared for the Spartans. II
had just come off a liberating victi
the week before to provide the f
winning program in 17 years. 0
ing off of a high of that magnit
rendered Pacific withdrawn from
conviction that had been a part of
club for most of the season.
Junior tailback Joe Abdul
rushed for 86 yards can 25 carrie1
take him over the 1,000-yard phi
on the season. Abdullah's 1,075)
ranks him ninth in school histon
rushing yardage.
Pacific closed out the season*
a 6-5 overall mark and a 4-2 cor
ence record. Most important),
Tigers removed the stigma tha
plagued the program for nearly
decades. The Tigers are no longs'
ers. They can finally reap the rev*
of success and build on it next y

BIG WEST
Football Standings
BIG WEST OVERALL
TEAM

W L

T

•UNLV

5 t

0

Nevada

5 1 0

SW Louisiana

5 1 0

PACIFIC

4 2 0

No. Illinois

3 3 0

New Mexico St.

2 4 0

Utah St.

2 4 0

San lose St.

3 3 0

Louisiana Tech

1 5 0

Arkansas St.

0 6 0

'Clinched Las Vegas 8i

W t

1

